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Abstract. This paper presents structural recursion as the
basis of the syntax and semantics of query languages for
semistructured data and XML. We describe a simple and
powerful query language based on pattern matching and
show that it can be expressed using structural recursion,
which is introduced as a top-down, recursive function, simi-
lar to the way XSL is defined on XML trees. On cyclic data,
structural recursion can be defined in two equivalent ways:
as a recursive function which evaluates the data top-down
and remembers all its calls to avoid infinite loops, or as a
bulk evaluation which processes the entire data in parallel
using only traditional relational algebra operators. The latter
makes it possible for optimization techniques in relational
queries to be applied to structural recursion. We show that
the composition of two structural recursion queries can be
expressed as a single such query, and this is used as the ba-
sis of an optimization method for mediator systems. Several
other formal properties are established: structural recursion
can be expressed in first-order logic extended with transitive
closure; its data complexity is PTIME; and over relational
data it is a conservative extension of the relational calcu-
lus. The underlying data model is based on value equality,
formally defined with bisimulation. Structural recursion is
shown to be invariant with respect to value equality.

Key words: Query language – Semistructured data – Struc-
tural recursion – Optimization – XML – XSL

1 Introduction

The recent interest in semistructured data was sparked a
few years ago with the development of the object exchange
model (OEM) [PGMW95], a data format that could be used
to exchange arbitrary database structures between applica-
tions. What was novel about OEM was its ability to ac-
commodate irregular (semistructured) data – data with no
assigned schema. Because of this it found immediate appli-
cation in data integration and in modeling other forms of
irregular data that are to be found in scientific data formats
and on the Web [AQM+97, BDHS96, FFK+98].

In a parallel development XML has emerged as a stan-
dard format for data exchange on the Web [Con98]. How-
ever,, the roots of XML are not in data models but in doc-
ument markup languages in which the markup is used to
convey the structure rather than the layout of a document.
Despite the disparate origins and different superficial ap-
pearance of OEM and XML, the two approaches are re-
markably close in their underlying data model; see, for ex-
ample [ABS99]. The abstract model is extremely simple: it
is nothing more than a labeled graph.

A new data model immediately invites the development
of a query language for that model. Relational query lan-
guages are often taken as a yardstick for what is desir-
able in a query language: an underlying optimizable alge-
bra, a simple surface syntax such as SQL or OQL, the
ability to define views and compose them with queries,
etc.1. Not surprisingly, a number of languages have been
developed or adapted for semistructured data and XML:
Graphlog [CM90], MSL [PAGM96], UnQL [BDHS96],
Lorel [AQM+97], Strudel [FFK+98], XSL [Cla99b, Cla99a],
XQL [Rob99], and XML-QL [DFF+99]. There are two as-
pects to these languages that set them apart from standard
database query languages. They are all capable to some ex-
tent of treating schema information such as attribute names
as data, and – because they need to perform searches over
a graph – they all incorporate some form ofrecursion. The
first aspect is not unusual: it is clearly available in relational
database systems that present schema information in a table,
and it is also available in complex object languages such as
F-logic[KW93] that also present the schema in such a way
that it can be queried. It is the second aspect that is chal-
lenging. It has yet to be established that recursive query opti-
mization techniques developed for deductive databases work
well in the context of semistructured data. Allowing arbitrary
recursive programs makes optimization difficult and proba-
bly allows nonterminating programs. Some existing systems
adopt ad hoc rules to bound recursive searches.

In UnQL (Unstructured data Query Language) [BDHS96]
a new approach to querying semistructured data was intro-
duced based onstructural recursion. The idea is to limit

1 For a more extensive list of desiderata for an XML query language,
see Maier’s paper in [QL9]
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the form of a recursive program by tying it closely to the
recursive structure of the data. UnQL was one of the first
query languages for semistructured data, and it met many
of the criteria (an optimizable algebra, a simple query lan-
guage, compositionality etc.) for a database query language.
In addition to exploiting structural recursion, UnQL intro-
duced the idea of usingpatternsand templatesin a simple
surface syntax. It also used a somewhat different model to
the OEM. Roughly speaking, UnQL’s model is, like the re-
lational model,value basedand this allows analogous op-
timizations to those in relational databases. The purpose of
this paper is to explain in detail the various components of
UnQL: its model, its query language, its internal algebra, and
its optimizations. We believe that these are of quite general
use in the design and implementation of query languages for
semistructured data.

Recent activity in the World Wide Web Consortium has
brought structural recursion into the center of discussion for
XML query languages. XML is best explained to a database
person as a syntax for semistructured data. The only XML
languages adopted so far by the industry are XSL [Cla99a,
Cla99b] and its relative XQL [Rob99].

The original goal of XSL was to express transforma-
tions from XML to HTML2, calledstylesheets. The idea is
for XML authors to associate a stylesheet with an XML doc-
ument. A browser would execute the stylesheet and obtain
an HTML representation of the document that can be dis-
played. XSL, however, evolved into a more general XML
to XML transformation language. Being the first XML lan-
guage to be shipped in commercial products, it is likely to
be used for a while as a substitute for an XML query lan-
guage, and it is likely to influence future XML languages. As
a query language, XSL is nowhere close to any declarative
query language a database person might be familiar with.
It consists of a collection of rules, each with a pattern and
a template. The input XML tree is processed top-down, by
matching each pattern to the current node. If a match occurs,
the template in that rule is evaluated, possibly triggering the
rules to be applied recursively, on the node’s children. Thus
XSL’s semantics is best understood in terms of recursive
functions, rather than declarative semantics. As we show in
this paper, this follows the same programming paradigm as
structural recursion. We believe that structural recursion is in
the position to bridge the gap between the document and the
database communities working on a XML query language.
At the same time, the optimization and evaluation techniques
we show here for structural recursion also apply to XSL.

The use of patterns and templates in semistructured query
languages was also pioneered in UnQL, and these are also
important in the context of XML. Both XSL and XML-
QL (a query language specifically designed for XML) have
patterns and templates, those in XML-QL following UnQL’s
style quite closely.

UnQL’s value-based data model is of general interest.
In relational databases relations are treated as equivalent if
they are observably equivalent. That is, they cannot be dis-
tinguished by any query. For relations queried with relational
algebra, this means that the relations aresets, i.e., the order
and multiplicity of the tuples in a relation is unimportant.

2 HTML 4.0 is a subset of XML.

For graph-like databases queried with UnQL, the relevant
notion is bisimulation. Compared with graph isomorphism,
which is the appropriate notion of observable equality for
OEM, bisimulation has certain advantages. For example one
can efficiently check the existence of a bisimulation, hence
decide whether two graphs are observably equal. Also, du-
plicate elimination can be efficiently performed and, more-
over, it can be performed at any place in the query, without
affecting its semantics.

Again, interest in bisimulation for semistructured data
goes beyond UnQL. A model based on bisimulation is
adopted in [DGM98] to describe the relationship between
semistructured data and description logics. More relevant
to query languages is the fact that bisimulations are useful
in building indexes. All languages for semistructured data
(including XSL) incorporate some form of regular path ex-
pression, and to evaluate them efficiently, researchers have
investigatedpath indexes, i.e., data structures summarizing
all paths in the data. The first example of such a structure was
the “data guide” [GW97]. Assuming the data to be a non-
deterministic automaton, the data guide is its deterministic
powerset automaton. Data guides work well for certain data
instances, especially trees, but do not scale well on highly
connected instances. It has been shown, however, that bisim-
ulation can successfully replace the powerset construct for
the purpose of index construction. T-indexes [MS99], for
example, scale better than data guides on cyclic data.

This paper is a complete description of UnQL’s data
model, query language, optimization techniques, and for-
mal properties. Some of these were announced previously
in [BDS95, BDHS96], but most details and proofs have
never been published before. Many techniques and proper-
ties transcend UnQL’s scope and are applicable in other con-
texts too: for example theconservativity result(announced
in [BDHS96] and proved here) was already used to prove
similar properties for StruQL “by reduction” to UnQL
[FFLS97]. To put these techniques to work, we show here
how the optimizations for structural recursion can be used in
a mediator-based data integration system to do query rewrit-
ing. Finally, the paper reports, for the first time, on UnQL’s
implementation.

Specifically, the paper makes the following contribu-
tions:

– It describesstructural recursionas a query language for
trees and explains its relationship to XML.

– It describes a declarative syntax for a subset of the lan-
guage; the subset uses aselect-where syntax with
patterns and templates; a translation from this syntax into
structural recursion is given.

– It describes an original semistructured data model based
on labeled graphs. The model is value-based, as opposed
to object-based, and value equivalence is given by a cer-
tain notion of bisimulation. A large class of results can
be obtained for graphs (under bisimulation) simply by
establishing them for finite trees.
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– It shows how structural recursion can be lifted from trees
to graphs, and defines a calculus for graphs, based on
structural recursion.

– It describes two different evaluation techniques for struc-
tural recursion (top-down, and bulk), and proves that they
are equivalent. Bulk evaluation can be implemented with
traditional database operators, while top-down evalua-
tion, when restricted to trees, is typical for XSL proces-
sors.

– It describes an optimization for structural recursion, and
shows how it can be applied in mediator systems. The
optimization relies on certain algebraic laws, whose va-
lidity is proved.

– It establishes and proves the following formal properties
of the calculus: all queries are invariant under bisimu-
lation, the calculus can be expressed in first-order logic
extended with transitive closure, and the calculus is a
conservative extension of the relational calculus over re-
lational data.

– it reports an implementation on UnQL in ML.

Related Work.As a graph query language, Graphlog [CM90]
and GOOD [GPVdBVG94, GPVdBVG90] deserve credit
as possibly the first two languages for querying semistruc-
tured data. Graphlog is based on datalog and makes use
of recursive datalog queries for graph queries. GOOD uses
a graph model of data that conforms to a functional data
model and has a query/transformation language that exploits
pattern matching of graphs. If one removes the distinc-
tion between two kinds of edge labels in GOOD and for-
gets the schema, one arrives at a semistructured data model
that is close to the model we describe in this paper. Sev-
eral more recent query languages have been considered for
semistructured data. Lorel [AQM+97] is the query language
in Lore, a semistructured data management system. Lorel
adapts OQL to query semistructured data, by extending it
with regular path expressions and implicit coercions. Re-
cently Lorel has been extended to query XML and its im-
plementation is described in [MW99]. MSL [PAGM96] is a
logic-based language for semistructured data, extending dat-
alog to semistructured data and is used in the Tsimmis data
integration project [PGMW95]. It was the first language to
use Skolem functions in semistructured data. StruQL is the
query language in the Strudel project, a Web Site Manage-
ment System [FFLS97, FFK+98]. It was especially designed
to allow complex graphs to be easily constructed declara-
tively: for that it uses Skolem functions and a block struc-
ture, a unique feature in StruQL. XML-QL [DFF+99] is a
query language for XML, combining UnQL’s patterns and
templates with StruQL’s Skolem functions and block struc-
ture.

Structural recursion has been known to the functional
programming community for many years and appears as the
“reduce” or “fold” operators of languages such as Lisp, ML
and Haskell. It was first proposed for database languages in
FAD [BBKV87] and Machiavelli [OBB89]. The semantics
of recursive programming constructs for collection types was
first described by Tannen and Subrahmanyam in [BTS91].
Phil Wadler first observed the connection between compre-
hension for collection types (lists, bags, sets) in [Wad92] and

structural recursion. A query language built around compre-
hension is described in [BLS+94], and the properties of such
languages are described in [BTBN91]. Structural recursion
as it is described in this paper extends those principles to
trees and graphs.

Skolem functions where first discussed in the context
of databases by Maier [Mai86]. They were later used in
[AK89], in F-logic [KW93], and in ILOG [HY90].

Courcelle [Cou90] considers hypergraphs withsources,
i.e., distinguished nodes in the hypergraph. He defines six
hypergraph operators and proves that every hypergraph can
be constructed using these operators. This is related to our
data model which consists of a graph with distinguished
input nodes and output nodes, on which we define nine con-
structors. Unlike Courcelle’s operators however, ours are di-
rected: they distinguish between the input and the output
nodes.

Structural recursion is related to top-down tree transduc-
ers [RS97], but it is more powerful than these because it
can express joins and cartesian products which are not ex-
pressed by top-down transducers. Top-down transducers are
not closed under composition, in other words they do not
enjoy an optimization similar to Theorem 4. The reason for
that is the top-down transducers can express non-terminating
queries (a form of side-effect), which structural recursion
cannot.

Bisimulation was considered in process algebra [Mil89].
An efficient algorithm for computing a bisimulation is de-
scribed by Paige and Tarjan in [PT87]: the best known
algorithm for computing a simulation is in [HHK95]. Bisim-
ulation was applied to indexes for semistructured data in
[MS99].

Organization. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the semistructured data model and structural re-
cursion restricted to trees. Section 3 describes three applica-
tions of the structural recursion paradigm: querying ordered
trees, querying and transforming XML, and the usage in me-
diator systems. In Sect. 4 the model is extended to arbitrary
graphs, and a calculus for graphs, UnCAL, is presented in
Sect. 5. Some formal properties and optimization techniques
are established in Sects. 6 and 7. Two evaluation strategies
are presented in Sect. 8, and an implementation is reported
in Sect. 9. We conclude in Sect. 10.

2 Semistructured data and structural recursion

We start by describing a simple tree model for semistruc-
tured data and show how structural recursion works on trees.
We also introduce the query language UnQL, which can tra-
verse data to arbitrary depth with regular path patterns, and
describe its semantics on trees. Restricting the data to trees
makes structural recursion and UnQL queries much easier to
define and understand. Of course, real data is often cyclic:
we will show in later sections how the operations extend
naturally to arbitrary graphs.
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2.1 Semistructured data modeled as trees

Figure 1 illustrates a typical example of semistructured data,
adapted fromhttp://www.odci.gov/cia/publica-
tions/factbook/index.html , which contains infor-
mation about countries, e.g., geography, people, government,
etc3. The data can be viewed as a tree in which nodes cor-
respond to objects and leaves to atomic values. We use a
simple syntax for a textual representation of semistructured
data; our example in text form appears in Fig. 2.

Atomic values include quoted strings such as
"Ireland" , numbers such as70280 , and possibly other
basic types. Structured values (the internal nodes of the tree)
are denoted by{ l1 : e1, . . . , ln : en} in which thel1 . . . ln
arelabels such ascountry , name, etc., and thee1, . . . , en

are atomic values or other structured values.
This is different from a syntax for tuples, because la-

bels may be repeated; duplicate labels are used to represent
sets (as in the example above), without having to introduce
a special set notation. Semistructured data is often called
“schema-less” or “self-describing”, because data attributes
and data values are intermingled, which permits representa-
tion of irregular data. For example, repeated attributes (e.g.,
ethnicGroup ) and missing attributes (e.g.,water ) are
permitted, and attributes may have different types in different
objects (chiefOfState ). More importantly, the structure
of data may evolve over time, e.g.,ethnicGroup could
occur at level 3 as well as level 4, and the data would still be
valid. To summarize, the syntax for trees in UnQL is given
by:

t ::= a | {l : t, . . . , l : t}
wherea ranges over the atomic values andl ranges over
labels.

As another example, the same syntax can describe reg-
ular data, such as a relation:

{student:{id:123,name:"L.Simpson",age:19},
student:{id:345,name:"T.Quail", age:22},
student:{id:789,name:"E.Vader", age:32}}

in which we use a repeated label,student , to represent a
set of subtrees.

The OEM [PGMW95] model defines semistructured data
as a labeled graph, much like that in Fig. 1. The fundamental
distinction between the UnQL and OEM models is that in
UnQL {l1 : t1 . . . , ln : tn} denotes asetof label/tree pairs,
not an object. By contrast OEM associates a separate object
identifier with each node in the tree. Thus the UnQL model,
like the relational model, is “value based”. For example{a:
1, a: 1 } and {a: 1 } mean the same in UnQL but are
different in OEM.

Since non-atomic values are sets of label/value pairs,
they can be built from basic constructors for sets: the empty
set {}, the singleton set,{l : v} and the union of two
setss1 ∪ s2. The notation{l1 : t1, . . . , ln : tn} is short-
hand for {l1 : t1} ∪ . . . ∪ {ln : tn}. For example,
{a: 5, b: {c: 8, d: 9, a: 7 }, e: 4 } is short-
hand for {a: 5 } ∪ {b: ( {c: 8 } ∪ {d: 9 } ∪ {a:

3 We apologize to the Central Intelligence Agency for the liberties we
have taken in this excerpt from that most useful database.

7}) } ∪ {e: 4 }. To summarize, there are fourconstruc-
tors for trees:

t ::= t ∪ t | {l : t} | {} | a
wherea ranges over atomic values andl over labels. Obvi-
ously, the operationt1 ∪ t2 only makes sense when botht1
and t2 are sets, i.e., not atomic values.

2.2 Structural recursion on trees

Recursion is the usual programming idiom for tree-like data.
We introduce a restricted form of recursion,structural recur-
sion, that is declarative and permits optimizations expected
of a database query language. The key idea of structural re-
cursion is that the form of the program follows the structure
of the data. The restrictions, which are syntactic, ensure that
the recursion always terminates. We introduce structural re-
cursion by example, then give a formal definition. Structural
recursion is only one operator of a query language, and may
be combined with other operators.

Assume we want to retrieve all ethnic groups in our
database. With structural recursion we write this query as a
recursive function:

fun f1(T1 U T2) =f1(T1) U f1(T2)
| f1({L:T}) =i f L = ethnicGroup then

{result: T} else f1(T)
| f1({}) ={}
| f1(V) ={} .

Uppercase symbols are variables. The left-hand sides of
each equation arepatterns. Note how the first three patterns
follow the constructors for sets. When this function is ap-
plied to a value, that value is matched against each pattern
in turn. If the set is constructed by a union operation, we
bind the variablesT1, T2 to its two components and eval-
uate the right-hand side. If the set is a singleton label/value
pair, we bind the variablesL and T to the label and value,
respectively. For an empty set, no variables are bound. The
last line has a pattern consisting of the variableV. This is a
“catch-all” clause, since the patternV matches anything; in
particular, it matches atomic values. Each of the constructors
for semistructured data is therefore matched by at least one
pattern. When a value is matched by more than one pattern,
we follow the convention of many functional programming
languages and take the first matching pattern. Thus the order
of the equations is significant.

Taken together these patterns define a function. Our syn-
tax for pattern matching is borrowed from ML from which
we also borrow the keywordfun , as in fun f1 = ...
for defining the functionf1 .

The result of this query, applied to the database in Fig. 2
is

{result:"Celtic", result:"English",
result:"Portuguese", result:"Italian",
result:"Fleming", result:"Walloon",...}.

Duplicates are eliminated because we have a set-based se-
mantics.

Note that recursion is used twice in the definition off1 .
First, it is used on thehorizontal structure of a value in
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country

name geography people

coordinates area population

ethnicGroup
ethnicGroup

ethnicGroup

lat long total land

.   .   .

"Luxembourg"

legislative

chiefOfState

.   .   .

.   .   . .   .   .

.   .   .

"49 45N" "6 10E" 2586 2586

10174922 "Italian""Celtic"
"Portuguese"

executive

country country

government

Fig. 1. An example of a semistructured data instance

FactBook:
{ country: { name: "Ireland",

geography: { coordinates: {long: "53 00N", lat: "8 00W"},
area: { total: 70280, land: 68890: water: 1390}},

people: {population: 3619480,
ethnicGroup: "Celtic",
ethnicGroup: "English"},

government: {executive: {chiefOfState: "McAleese",
headOfGovernment: {name: "Ahern"

function: "prime minister"}},
legislative: {...}}},

country: { name: "Luxembourg",
geography: { coordinates: {long: "49 45N", lat: "6 10E"},

area: { total: 2586, land: 2586}},
people: {population: 425017,

ethnicGroup: "Celtic",
ethnicGroup: "Portuguese",
ethnicGroup: "Italian"},

government: {executive: {chiefOfState: {name: "Jean",
function:"Grand Duke"},

headOfGovernment: {name: "Juncker",
function:"prime minister"}},

legislative: {...}}},
country: { name: "Belgium",

geography: { coordinates: {long: "50 50N", lat: "4 00E"},
area: { total: 30510, land: 30230, water: 280}},

people: {population: 10174922,
ethnicGroup: "Fleming",
ethnicGroup: "Walloon"},

government: {executive: {chiefOfState: {name: "Albert II",
function:"King"},

headOfGovernment: {name: "Dehaene",
function:"prime minister"}},

legislative: {...}}},
...

}

Fig. 2. Textual representa-
tion of the semistructured
data in Fig. 1

f1 (T1 U T2) = f1 (T1) U f1 (T2).

Second, it is used on thevertical structure of the tree
in f1({L:T}) = if ... else f1(T) . Unlike tra-
ditional (relational and object-oriented) query languages,
query languages for semistructured data can operate in the
vertical dimension, i.e., search the tree to an arbitrary depth.

If we allow arbitrary expressions on the right-hand side
of clauses in structural recursion it is easy to construct

programs that do not terminate or are nondeterministic
(see [BTS91]). We therefore impose additional restrictions:

1. The right-hand side of the clause with the union pattern
should always have the form
f(T1 U T2) = f(T1) U f(T2) .

2. The only recursive calls in the right-hand side of a sin-
gleton clause,f( {L:T }) , are for the argumentT. More-
over, the results of the recursive calls can only be used
in constructors, and not passed as arguments to other
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functions or predicates. In particular, recursive calls of
the formf( {a: {b:T }}) or g(f(T)) are not allowed.

3. The result off({}) should always be{} .

Restrictions 1 and 3 mean that lines 1 and 3 in the pro-
gram above are always the same, therefore we may omit
them. These two restrictions deal with determinism: no mat-
ter how we decompose a set into a union of smaller sets,
including empty ones, we get the same result. Restriction 2
guarantees that every recursive call will be on some argu-
ment strictly smaller than the input – hence the function
terminates. As we will show, all three constraints guarantee
that structural recursion is deterministic and always termi-
nates, even on graphs with cycles.

Also, as a further syntactic abbreviation, if line 4 is miss-
ing, the empty set is returned by default. Our examplef1
above now reduces to

sfun f1({L:T}) = if L=ethnicGroup then
{result: T} else f1(T)

wheresfun indicates that we are defining a function with
these defaults. We may also use constants in patterns and
use them in place of conditionals:

sfun f1({ethnicGroup:T}) = {result: T}
| f1({L:T}) = f1(T) .

This is the notation we use in this paper.

Examples of structural recursion.Structural recursion al-
lows us to express complex transformations on a data struc-
ture. As a first simple example, structural recursion allows
us to copy a tree:

sfun f2({L:T}) = {L:f2(T)}
| f2(V) = V

This example returns an isomorphic copy of an input tree,
in which all labels area:

sfun f3({L:T}) = {a:f3(T)}
| f3(V) = V

The function below can double the children of each node
giving a result that is apparently exponential in the size of
the input.:

sfun f4({L:T}) = {a:f4(T)} U {b:f4(T)}
| f4(V) = V

For example, on the tree{a:{b:{c:1}}} the function
returns

{a : {a : {a : 1, b : 1}, b : {a : 1, b : 1}},
b : {a : {a : 1, b : 1}, b : {a : 1,b : 1}}}

We will show that such power does not result in expensive
computation: an encoding of the result as a directed acyclic
graph guarantees that any structural recursion function can
always be computed efficiently (in PTIME).

childchild child

motherfather mother

"Joe" "Sally""Jane" "Bill"

personperson person
person

name name name name

Fig. 3. A data graph with cycles

In practice, it is useful to write multiple recursive func-
tions that may call each other. In Fig. 2, we construct a view
that is an isomorphic copy of the data, but in which all num-
bers directly or indirectly reachable from anarea edge are
converted fromkm2 to mi2. This is achieved with a recursive
function f5 that calls a recursive functiong5 .

sfun f5({area:T})={area:g5(T)}
| f5({L:T}) ={L:f5(T)}
| f5(V) =V

sfun g5(V) =if isInt(V) then
0.386 1 * V else V

| g5({L:T})={L:g5(T)} .

f5(t) starts processing a treet from the root, and copies it
until it reachesarea : here it callsg5 on the subtree, which
copies the subtree and converts all numbers in that tree.
On branches wheref5 does not encounterarea , it simply
leaves the numbers and all other atomic values unchanged.

Mutually recursive functions are also possible, as shown
by the even/odd example in Sect. 5.1.1. In general, any num-
ber of mutually recursive functionsf1, f2, . . . , fk can be de-
fined simultaneously. In such definitions, restrictions 1 and 3
remain the same, hence,fi(t1 ∪ t2) = fi(t1) ∪ fi(t2) and
fi({}) = {}, for every functionfi. Restriction 2 is relaxed
to allow in the right-hand side of the clausefi({l : t}) any
of the recursive callsf1(T ), f2(T ), . . . , fk(T ) (or several of
them).

Cyclic structures.We digress with a brief discussion of why
restrictions on recursion are needed. (A complete explana-
tion is deferred to later sections.) Consider the cyclic struc-
ture shown in Fig. 3.

Here is a query to extract all the names that occur in the
figure:

fun f6(T1 U T2) = f6(T1) U f6(T2)
| f6({L: T}) = i f L = name then

{answer: T} else f(T)
| f6({}) = {}
| f6(V) = {} .

If we view this definition as a program, then it will “loop
infinitely”. Alternatively, we can view it as a set of equations
for which we must find an instance of the functionf6 that
satisfies both the left-hand side and right-hand sides of each
clause. One possible solution, in fact the minimal one, is

f6(r)= {answer:"Joe", answer:"Jane",
answer:"Sally", answer:"Bill"}.
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Note that more complicated expressions in the right-hand
side of the first clause could mean that there is no fi-
nite solution to these equations. Suppose that the union in
f6(T1) U f6(T2) were replaced by a list append op-
eration. Any solution to these equations now contains an
“infinite” list.

The ability to deal with cyclic structures in a clean and
principled manner is one advantage of the UnQL model. In
Lorel, cycles in a query are arbitrarily terminated when the
query revisits a node it has already visited. In XSL, as we
shall see, certain queries do indeed cause an infinite loop,
even on acyclic data.

2.3 A query language

In addition to structural recursion, UnQL has a simple
select . . .where . . . surface syntax with pattern match-
ing:

query Q1 :=
select {result: E}
where {country: {name: "France",
people: {ethnicGroup: E}}} in db .

This query finds all the ethnic groups in France, but un-
like the functionf1 , it assumes that the labelethnicGroup
will occur at a certain position in the database. The pattern

{country: {name: "France",
people:

{ethnicGroup: E}}}

can be viewed as a tree. It is matched in all possible ways (as
a subtree) to the treedb . Each matching binds the variable
E to some node in the database. For each such binding, the
result {result: E} is constructed and the union of all
such results is returned.

In general, patterns have a syntax similar to trees:

Pat ::= {PE1 : Pat1, ...,PEn : Patn}
Pat ::= Var | Const

PE ::= Label | LabelVar| RPP.

Tree variables,Var, are bound to nodes in the tree, and de-
note the subtree dominated by that node.Constdenotes an
atomic constant.PE1, . . . ,PEn are path patterns: each can
be a label, a regular path pattern (RPP), or a label vari-
able (LabelVar). The example above contains labels (name,
people ). Regular path patterns are described further in
Sect. 2.4; an example ispeople.ethnicGroup . Finally,
label variables are variables that are bound to label constants,
for example,

select { result: L }
where { country: { L : X } } in db .

The result consists of all labels used incountry . Regular
path patterns are described in detail later.

Conditions and multiple patterns.The where clause may
include conditions. For example,

query Q2 :=
select { result: N }
where { country: { name: N },

people: { population : P } }
in db,
P > 50000000 .

The conditionP > 50000000 evaluates to true only ifP
is bound to an atomic integer value greater than 50000000.
Comparison operators e.g.,X = Y, and predefined or user de-
fined unary predicates, e.g.,isString(N) , are supported.
Predicates always return false if an argument is bound to a
non-atomic value. Therefore, the conditionX = Y tests equal-
ity of atomic values, not of trees. For efficiency, UnQL has
no primitive to check tree equality, although it does provide
the isEmpty(X) predicate, which tests whetherX is bound
to a leaf node, i.e., an atomic value or{}.

Multiple patterns in the samewhere clause are permit-
ted:

query Q2’ :=
select {result:{name:N, people:X}}
where {country:{name:N},

people:X} in db,
{population:P} in X,
P > 50000000 .

The query returns both the country nameN, and all informa-
tion about its people, inX. Each tree variable in thewhere
clause is bound to a node in the tree. The predefined variable
db is always bound to the root. When a tree variable such
asX occurs in theselect clause the subtree it is bound to
is substituted into the result.

Joins. Multiple patterns and variable equality are used to
express joins. The following query is a self-join, which re-
turns all countries that have some ethnic group in common
with France:

query Q3 :=
select {result:C}
where {country:

{name:"France",
people.ethnicGroup:E}}

in db,
{country:

{name:C,
people.ethnicGroup: F}}

in db,
E = F.

Nested queries.We can use nested queries in theselect
clause, to group results or to express outer joins. The fol-
lowing query finds all ethnic groups and associates the set
of countries in which that group occurs:

query Q4 :=
select

{result:
({ethnicGroup:E} U

(select {country:C}
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where
{country:

{name:C,
people.ethnicGroup:E}}

in db))}
where {country.people.ethnicGroup:E}

in db.

Note thatE occurs in both the inner and outer queries, which
is an implicit join. The result contains:

{result:{ethnic:"Celtic",
country:"Ireland",
country:"Luxembourg",...}

result:{ethnic:"Portuguese",
country:"Luxembourg",
country:"Portugal",...}

... } .

Nested queries are also used to retrieve optional fields, a
form of outer join. The following query retrieves all land
areas and, where available, the water area:

query Q4’ :=
select

{result:
{country:C,

landarea:L,
(select{waterarea:W}

where{water:W} in X)}}
where{country:{name:C,

geography.area:X}}in db,
{land: L} in X .

General syntax and semantics.The general syntax for UnQL
queries is:

Query ::= select Templatewhere BC1, . . . ,BCn

Template ::= {TE1 : Template1, . . . ,TEm : Templatem}
| Var | (Query)

TE ::= Label | LabelVar

BC ::= BindCond| BoolCond

BindCond::= Pat in Var.
A BoolCondcan be any Boolean combination of equality

or inequality conditions and externally defined predicates
applied to variables.

Each variable in an UnQL query has ascope. Given
a queryselect Templatewhere BC1, . . . ,BCn, let BCi =
Pati in Vari be the first of of theBC1, . . . ,BCn in whose
pattern the variableX occurs. The scope ofX is defined to
be Pati, BCi+1, . . . ,BCn and Template. All occurrences of
X in within this scope are taken as the same variable. For
example in select . . .where {a: X } in db, {b:
X} in db the two occurrences ofX denote the same vari-
able, and the effect of this query is to bindX only to those
values that occur both under ana and ab edge. In con-
trast, in select {c: (select X where {a:X } in
db), b: (select X where {b: X } in db) }
where . . . the two X’s have disjoint scopes and they are
different variables. There exists a predefined variabledb ,
bound to the database of interest, whose scope is the entire
query. Finally, a bind condition of the formPat in Var may

occur only within the scope ofVar. For the remainder of
this section we assume all queries to be written such that
each variableX occurs at most once in a pattern. For that
we replace each subsequent occurrence ofX with a fresh
variableX ′, and add the conditionX = X ′. For example
the query above with two occurrences of the same variable
X will be transformed intoselect . . .where {a: X }
in db, {b: X’ } in db, X = X’ .

We define below the result of a query on some tree
database, by defining the semantics for one query at a
time (i.e., sub-queries are defined independently). We say
that a treet is included in a tree t′ if either both are
the same atomic value, or ift = {l1 : t1, . . . , lm : tm},
t′ = {l′1 : t′1, . . . , l

′
n : t′n}, and for eachi = 1, . . . ,m there

existsj = 1, . . . , n such thatli = l′j andti is included int′j .
Let Q be a queryselect Templatewhere . . ., and lett

be an input tree. ConsiderV to be the set of all variables
X for which Templateis in the scope ofX. An assignment,
θ, is a mapping fromV to the nodes and the atomic val-
ues int, such that the following three conditions hold. First,
the distinguished variabledb is mapped to the root node in
t. Next, all BindCondand all BoolCond in the query are
satisfied, as follows. ABindCondof the form Pat in Var
is satisfied ifθ(Var) is a node, and the treeθ(Pat) is in-
cluded in the subtree oft whose root isθ(Var). A Boolean
conditionBoolCondis satisfied if all variables occurring in
the condition are mapped to atomic values, and the Boolean
condition holds on those atomic values. Finally, we require
that θ(Template) not be an atomic value (this can only hap-
pen whenTemplateis a single variableVar andθ(Var) is an
atomic value). For such an assignmentθ, we evaluate ev-
ery subqueryQ′ occurring inTemplate: in doing so we only
consider assignments which extendθ to the new variables
in Q′. Let θ(Template) denote the tree obtained by replac-
ing each subqueryQ′ with its value, and each variableVar
with θ(Var). Now we can define the result ofQ on t. Let
θ1, . . . , θk be all possible assignments for the variables inQ.
Then the semantics of the queryQ on the treet is defined
to beθ1(Template) ∪ . . . ∪ θk(Template).

2.4 Translating queries into structural recursion

We can show that pattern matching can be translated into
structural recursion. To simplify presentation, we describe
the case for queries without regular path patterns or sub-
queries, usingQ1 above. In the first step, we transform the
query into a query with only basic label/value patterns by
repeatedly applying the following two rules to the query’s
where clause:

where {PE1 : Pat1, ...,PEn : Patn} in V ar
→ where {PE1 : Pat1} in V ar, ..., {PEn : Patn} in V ar

where {PE : Pat} in V ar
→ where {PE : NewV ar} in V ar,Pat in NewV ar

In the second rule,Pat is a pattern that is neither a vari-
able nor a constant, andNewVar is a fresh variable name.
On Q1, the rules produce:

select{result:E}
where {country:C} in db,
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{name:"France"} in C,
{people:P} in C,
{ethnicGroup:E} in P .

Next, we describe nested functions in UnQL, which fol-
low ML’s syntax for introducing local names, as in:

let fun hypot(x,y) = sqrt(x*x+y*y)
in hypot(hypot(3,4),12) .

Using this notation we can define a query on a database
db by:

let sfun f1({ethnicGroup:T})={result: T}
| f1({L:T}) =f1(T)

in f1(db)

where we have created a local scope in which the function
namef1 is defined so that we can apply it todb .

In the second translation step, we apply the following
two rules repeatedly:

select e where ({PE : T} in e′, rest) →
let sfunh({PE : T}) = (select e where rest)

in h(e′)
select e where () → e.

In these rules,rest is a syntactic meta-variable which stands
for the remaining clauses in thewhere component, andh is
a new function name that is different from any other name
in scope.

For example, the query:

select {result: N}
where {country:{name: N}} in db

is translated into:

let sfun h1({country:C}) =
let sfun h2({name:N}) = {result:N}

in h2(C)
in h1(db)

When applied toQ1, the result is:

let sfun h1({country:C})=
let sfun h2({Name:"France"})=

let sfun h3({people:P})=
let h4 ({ethnicGroup:E})={result:e}

in h4(P)
in h3(C)

in h2(C)
in h1(db) .

There are four functions defined by structural recursion, but
none is recursive. Note that by our rules for pattern match-
ing, h2({Name: ”France ”}) returns the empty set when
applied to a structure with no such label/value pair.

Regular path patterns.So far our examples of
select ... where ... queries have all used only
horizontal structural recursion, i.e., when translated into
structural recursion they produce non-recursive functions.
It is also possible to express certain “deep” queries in the
select ... where ... with regular path patterns. We

have seen simple instances of regular path patterns. A regular
path pattern is simply a regular expression on the alphabet
of edge labels, including a “wild-card” label. For example
the pattern

country : {geography : {coordinates : {long : X}}}
is abbreviated to

country .geography .coordinates .long : X . In the
following query,

select {vip: N}
where
{country.government.executive._.name:N}
in db

the underscore_ is a “wild card”. It matches any label,
and is equivalent to introducing a new variable that is not
used anywhere else in the query. The following two queries
illustrate the use of alternation and optional labels:

select {vip:N}
where {country.government.executive.
(chiefOfState|headOfGovernment).name:N}
in db

select {vip: N}
where {country.government.executive.

chiefOfState.name?:N} in db,
isString(N) .

In this examplename? means zero or one occurrence of the
labelname, andisString is a predicate that tests whether
its argument is a string. This query accounts for the irregular
fashion in which names of chiefs of state are represented.

With a Kleene star we may match paths in the data of
unbounded depth:

select {name:N}
where {_*.name:N } in db .

In summary, regular path patterns are given by:
RPP::= Label | | (RPP.RPP) |

(RPP| RPP) | RPP? | RPP∗.
As usual, we omit parentheses when the operator’s prece-
dence is clear.

Any regular path pattern can be translated into structural
recursion, by expressing first the regular expression as an au-
tomaton (which may be non-deterministic), and associating
a function with each state. For example, consider the regular
expression isa.((b | c ).d)∗.b? as used in the queryselect
T where {a.((b |c).d)*.b?: T } in db . An equiv-
alent (nondeterministic) automaton has four states and the
following transitions:

s1
a→ s2, s2

b→ s3, s2
c→ s3, s2

b→ s4, s3
d→ s2 .

The initial state iss1, and s2, s4 are terminal states. The
query is equivalent to the functionh1 below:

sfun h1({a:T}) = h2(T) U T
sfun h2({b:T}) = h3(T) U h4(T) U T

| h2({c:T}) = h3(T)
sfun h3({d:T}) = h2(T) U T
sfun h4({L:T}) = {} .
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Each function corresponds to a state, and has one pattern for
each symbol occurring on some transition from that state.
Sinces2, s4 are terminal states, wheneverh2(T) or h4(T)
occur in some right-hand side their result is unioned withT.
This translation generalizes easily to any regular expression
R whose language does not includeε (the empty string).
Whenε ∈ lang(R), then we first encodeR−{ε} as a struc-
tural recursive functionh′, then we defineh(t) = h′(t) ∪ t.

Summary of UnQL.In summary, UnQL consists of the fol-
lowing operators:

– the tree constructors{}, {l : t}, t1 ∪ t2, {l1 : t1, . . . , ln :
tn}

– functions defined by structural recursion
– queries defined withselect − where and pattern match-

ing, which can be translated into structural recursion.

2.5 Tree equality

We have stated that values aresetsof label/value pairs, and
our brief discussion of cyclic structures shows the impor-
tance of a set-based semantics interpretation of structural
recursion on graphs.

One question is, when are two structured values equal?
For example, we interpret{1,2,3}, {1,3,2}, and{1,3,3,2}
as the same set. Similarly,{Name:"Joe", Tel:1234,
Tel:3251 }, {Tel:1234,Name:"Joe",Tel:3251 }
and{Name:"Joe",Tel:1234,Tel:1234,Tel:3251 }
should denote the same value, which means UnQL can dis-
card duplicates. (In SQL, which allows both sets and bags,
duplicates are explicitly removed withunique .)

The definition of equality is less obvious when we deal
with deeper trees. For example

{a : {c : 3, b : 2}, a : {b : 2, c : 3}}
is the same value as

{a : {b : 2, c : 3}} .

This prompts the general inductive definition of value equal-
ity for trees.

Definition 1 Value-equalityfor trees,t ≡ t′, is defined as
follows. Whent and t′ are atomic values,t ≡ t′ if those
values are the same. Ift = {l1 : t1, . . . , lm : tm} and t′ =
{l′1 : t′1, . . . , l

′
n : t′n}, and if

– for eachi ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, there existsj ∈ {1, . . . , n} such
that li = l′j and ti ≡ t′j .

– for eachj ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there existsi ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such
that li = l′j and ti ≡ t′j .

thent ≡ t′:

It is this definition of tree equality that we will generalize
to a definition of equality (bisimulation) on graphs in Sect. 4.

3 Applications of UnQL

Before extending UnQL to cyclic data, we discuss three ap-
plications of UnQL.

3.1 Querying ordered trees

Throughout Sect. 2 we assumed that trees are sets: order
and duplicates do not matter. However, applications such as
XML are based on an ordered tree model, one in which the
children of any node have a prescribed order. The opera-
tions we have already discussed can be interpreted so that
they make perfect sense on an ordered tree data model, and
many of the optimizations developed in later sections also
work on ordered trees. There are limitations on which tech-
niques we can migrate from the unordered to the ordered
model. Some optimizations do not work (for example idem-
potencex ∪ x = x fails), and we do not know how to ex-
tended structural recursion to ordered graphs. The extension
to unordered graphs is discussed in Sect. 4.

To change the syntax for ordered trees, a tree is now a
list:

t ::= a | [l : t, . . . , l : t] .

The tree constructors have the same form, but append @
replaces union:

t ::= t@t | [l : t] | [] | a .
Structural recursion is defined as before, but the clause for
f(T1 U T2) is replaced byf(T1 @ T2) . For example,
the ethnic groups are retrieved by:

fun f1’(T1 @ T2)=f1’(T1) @ f1’(T2)
|f1’([L:T]) =if L=ethnicGroup then

[result:T] else f1’(T)
|f1’([]) =[]
|f1’(V) =[] .

3.2 Querying and transforming XML

XML. XML is a standard recently approved by the W3C as
a data exchange format on the Web and can be viewed (with
some approximations) as a syntax for semistructured data.
For example, the data in Fig. 2 is written in XML as:

<FactBook>
<country> <name> Ireland </name>

<geography> <coordinates> <long> 53 00N
</long> <lat> 8 00W </lat>

</coordinates>
<area> <total> 70280 </total>

<land> 68890 </land>
<water> 1390 </water>

</area>
<people> ... </people>
<government> ... </government>

</country>
<country> ... </country>
...

</FactBook> .

XSL. There is no standard query language for XML. The
only XML language supported by the W3C is XSL, an Ex-
tensible Stylesheet Language [Cla99a, Cla99b]. It is avail-
able in several commercial products, including Microsoft’s
Internet Explorer. While originally designed to express XML
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to HTML transformations (hence the namestylesheetlan-
guage), XSL evolved into a general-purpose XML to XML
transformation languages. To some extent it can serve as
a limited query language. For example, consider the XSL
program below:

<xsl:template><xsl:apply-templates/>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="ethnicGroup">

<result><xsl:value-of/></result>
</xsl:template> .

This program consists of two template rules. Each rule has
a match pattern, and a template: the match pattern in the
first rule is empty (i.e., it can be applied anywhere), and
in the second, the pattern isethnicGroup . XSL proceeds
recursively, from the root of the document and tries to match
the current node with the patterns in the rules, starting from
the last rule. Whenever a match occurs, the corresponding
template is evaluated. When applied to the above XML data
it returns:

<result> Celtic </result>
<result> English </result>
<result> Celtic </result>
<result> Portuguese </result>
<result> Italian </result>
<result> Fleming </result>
<result> Walloon </result> .

Without going into the details of XSL, we remark that this
XSL program is equivalent to the structural recursion func-
tion f1 (modulo the different syntax and duplicate elimina-
tion). In fact, a large fragment of XSL can be rewritten in
terms of structural recursion. For example:

<xsl:template>
<a> <xsl:apply-templates/> </a>
<b> <xsl:apply-templates/> </b>

</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="c">

<result> <xsl:value-of/> </result>
</xsl:template>

is equivalent to (note the reversed order of the cases):

sfun f({c:T}) = T
| f({L:T}) = {a: f(T), b: f(T)} .

Note that, like the functionf4 of Sect. 2.2, this can create
an output that is exponentially larger than the input.

XSL templates can also express mutually recursive func-
tions, throughexecution modes. This suggests a rather strong
connection between XSL and structural recursion. However,
there are important differences too. One is that XSL does not
restrict its form of recursion and, hence, can express nonter-
minating programs even on trees. For example, consider the
XSL program obtained by adding the following rule to the
three rules above:

<xsl:template match="b">
<xsl:apply-templates select="/"/>

</xsl:template> .

When ab element is encountered, the templates are applied
recursively to the root: theselect="/" focuses the scope

of xsl:apply-templates to the root of the tree. This
results in a non-terminating computation on any input tree
which has ab element.

A second difference is that XSL does not permit joins,
which makes it inadequate for database applications.

XML-QL. A proposal for a query language for XML can
be found in [DFF+99]. XML-QL incorporates ideas from
UnQL and StruQL [FFLS97], such as pattern matching and
Skolem functions. For example, queryQ1 above is written
in XML-QL:

where <FactBook>
<country>

<name>France</name>
<people><ethnicGroup>$E

</ethnicGroup>
</people>

</country>
</FactBook> in db

construct <result> $E </result> .

XML-QL has joins, nested queries, and regular path pat-
terns, like UnQL. However, XML-QL does not have a form
of recursion, similar to structural recursion. While any func-
tion expressed with structural recursion can be expressed
in XML-QL too, this is done using a complicated encoding
with Skolem functions: such an encoding does not generalize
to ordered data, like XML.

In summary UnQL, when applied to XML data, extends
in a natural way both XSL and XML-QL.

3.3 UnQL optimizations with applications to mediators

Structural recursion admits surprisingly powerful optimiza-
tions. A full description is in Sect. 7. Here, we give a simple
example.

Recall that for our example (Fig. 2), we can define a
view (Sect. 2) in which all areas inkm2 are translated into
mi2 (functionsf5, g5 ). We assume the view to be virtual.

Assume now that a user wants to find France’s land area
in mi2. The combined query (view plus query) is:

let sfun f5({area:T})={area:g5(T)}
| f5({L:T}) ={L:f5(T)}
| f5(V) =V

sfun g5(V) =if isInt(V)
then 0.386 1 * V else V

| g5({L:T})={L:g5(T)}
in query Q :=

select {result: A}
where {country:{name:"France",

area.land: A}} in f5(db) .

Of course, we don’t want to materialize the entire view
just to retrieve one value; we want to compose the two
queries and obtain the simpler:

query Q’ :=
select {result: 0.3861 * A}
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where {country: {name: "France",
area.land: A}} in db .

The optimization requires composingf5, g5 with the
queryQ to obtain the queryQ’ . The more general problem
is to compose two queries expressed with structural recur-
sion, and obtain a single structural-recursion query (recall
that select-where queries are non-recursive instances
of structural recursion). Traditional optimization techniques
for recursive queries (e.g., datalog) do not solve this prob-
lem. We will describe in Sect. 7 the general optimization
technique for structural recursion.

This example is typical for mediator systems. In such
systems, a mediator offers a virtual view over one or several
data sources, e.g., an integrated view over several sources,
or a restructuring of the data in one source. In such sys-
tems, most or all of the data from the sources is copied and
restructured into the mediated view: when the sources are
semistructured, this means that the mediator may need to
traverse recursively the entire data tree. Thus, mediators are
recursive, like the functionf5 above. User queries are in
generalselect-where queries and only retrieve a tiny
fraction of the data, like the queryQ above. Optimizing the
composed query (user query plus view definition) is critical
for performance.

4 The graph data model

The simple data model defined in Sect. 2 supports finite trees,
but in practice, we need arbitrary graphs. In this section, we
describe the graph data model and show that our language
for trees extends to graphs as well.

First we need some notation. We assume an infinite
setLabel of symbols that label edges. Labels are typically
strings, but for economy, we include all base types like in-
tegers, reals, etc., inLabel. This eliminates the need for a
second domain for leaf values: like labels, values can now be
placed on edges, see Fig. 4. We allow an additional special

symbol,ε, on the edges, and denoteLabelε
def
= Label∪ {ε}.

Marker is an infinite set of symbols calledmarkers. Each
graph has certain nodes designated as inputs and certain
nodes designated as outputs, and these nodes are labeled
with markers. We need both the distinguished nodes and
their markers in our model in order to describe the seman-
tics of structural recursion on graphs. The top-down defini-
tion we used for trees does not work on graphs with cycles,
of course. In our new semantics we split a graph into small
cycle-free pieces, apply structural recursion independently
on the pieces, then glue together the results. Markers are
used for gluing: output nodes in some piece are glued with
input nodes with the same marker in another piece. Markers
are a unique feature of UnQL’s data model, and somewhat
related to object identifiers in object data models, like OEM.
The difference is that not every node in a graph must have a
marker, but only those designated as input or output nodes,
and the same marker may be used in several graphs (this
is useful, for example, when gluing nodes with the same
marker). By contrast, in an object model every node must
have a unique object identifier. Markers can also be used
in queries, e.g., as entry points to the data. Markers are

people people

10174922 "Fleming" "Walloon"
10174922 "Fleming" "Walloon"

population population

(a) (b)

ethnicGroup
ethnicGroup

ethnicGroup

ethnicGroup

Fig. 4. Representing data valuesa on leaves andb on edges

denoted &x,&y,&z, . . .. There is a distinguished marker
& ∈ Marker, typically used as the default input marker: an
input node labeled & is called aroot.

Let X ,Y be two finite sets of markers.

Definition 2 A labeled graph with input markersX and out-
put markersY is g = (V,E, I,O), whereV is a (possible
infinite) set of nodes,E ⊆ V × Labelε × V are the edges,
I ⊆ X × V , andO ⊆ V × Y.

When (&x, v) ∈ I, thenv is called aninput node; when
(v,&y) ∈ O, v is called anoutput node. I must be a one-to-
one mapping from input markers to input nodes, and we de-
note withI(&x) the unique node associated with the marker
&x. It is possible forI to be empty: in this caseX is empty
too, and the graph has no input nodes. Since we observe
labeled graphs only through their inputs, all graphs with no
input nodes (X = ∅) are equivalent, and, hence, equivalent
to the empty labeled graph (∅, ∅, ∅, ∅) (we will make this
statement formal in Sect. 4.1).O does not need to be one-
to-one, and a marker &y ∈ Y does not need to occur inO.
In particular,O may be empty. It also follows that every
labeled graph with inputsX and outputsY is also a labeled
graph with inputsX and outputsY ′, for everyY ′ ⊇ Y. Fi-
nally, to complete the definition, input nodes must not have
incoming edges, and output nodes must not have have out-
going edges, i.e., they are leaves. Note that a labeled graph
may be infinite.

As our graph data model we use finite graphs, called
data graphsor databases. We denote byDBX

Y the set of
data graphs with inputsX and outputsY. WhenX = {&},
then we abbreviateDBX

Y with DBY . The setDB∅ is further
abbreviated toDB.

Trees. Trees, as defined in Sect. 2, are particular cases of
data graphs with input & and no outputs. For example, the
trees{a, b : {c, d, d}, b : {c, d}} and{a, a, b : {c, c, d}} are
shown in Fig. 6a, and have 9 and 7 nodes, respectively. The
roots are labeled with the marker & (not shown in the figure)
and there are no output markers. In this paper, we omit the
input marker & when it is understood from the context. An
example of a tree with output markers is{a, b : &y, c : {d}}.
The tree grammar in Sect. 2 is extended now to:

t ::= a | &y | {l : t, . . . , l : t} .
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From finite trees to graphs.The guiding principle in UnQL
is that concepts and properties are lifted from finite trees to
graphs. To do this we show how a certain class of functions,
defined on finite trees, naturally extend to work on graphs.
To do this we first represent a graph as a certain type of
infinite tree and then show how to lift our definitions for
finite trees to such infinite trees. Representing the graph as
an infinite tree is achieved through a process ofunfolding.

Unfoldings. Given some arbitrary data graph we unfold it,
starting from each input node. We obtain a forest (or a tree,
when there is only one input node), which may be infinite,
hence our need to consider infinite graphs. For some data
graphd, unfold(d) denotes its unfolding. Figure 6b illustrates
a data graph and its infinite unfolding. Note that the output
marker &y occurs only once ind, but infinitely many times
in unfold(d). This is why we do not requireO to be one to
one in Def. 2.

Formally, givend ∈ DBX
Y , d = (V,E, I,O), its unfold-

ing is defined asunfold(d) = (V ′, E′, I ′, O′) where:

– V ′ = {p|p is a path ind starting at someI(&x), for
&x ∈ X}.

– E′ = {(p, a, p′)|p′ = p.a where p, p′ ∈ V ′ and a ∈
Labelε}.

– I ′ = {(&x, p) | p ends inv and (&x, v) ∈ I}.
– O′ = {(p,&x) | p ends inv and (v,&x) ∈ O}.

We remark that whenever (&x, p) ∈ I ′, p is a path of length
0, i.e., consisting only of the nodeI(&x): this is because
no edges enter any input node. In particularI ′ is indeed a
one-to-one mapping fromX to the input nodes inunfold(d).

Our plan is to show thatd is value equivalent with
unfold(d), for any data graphd. We will define value equiv-
alence formally below. From this assumption it follows that
any data graphd is value equivalent to itsaccessiblepart
(defined to be the set of nodes accessible by a path from
some input node), because any data graph has the same un-
folding as its accessible part.

We then need to show how operations and properties can
be lifted from finite trees to data graphs via their unfoldings.
For that we use the following fact, which will be proved
in the Appendix. Letf be a function from labeled graphs
to labeled graphs. We callf compact if, for any labeled
graphg, f (g) is determined by its actions on finite trees (the
formal definition is in the Appendix). We callf unfolding
if unfold(f (g)) = f (unfold(g)) for any graphg. Then:

Fact 1 Letf, g be two compact, unfolding functions. Iff (t) =
g(t) for all finite forestst, then f (d) = g(d) for all data
graphs.

ε-edges.One should think ofε-edges as silent transitions in
automata. They are necessary to define some of the operators
on data graphs, including structural recursion. The meaning
of ε edges is captured by the following rule. Given a data
graphd = (V,E, I,O) and an edgee = (u, ε, v) ∈ E, then
d is value equivalent with the data graphde obtained by
deleting thisε-edge and adding the following:

– for each edge (v, a, w) in d, a new edge (u, a, w) is added
in de;

– if v is labeled with some output marker &y in d, thenu
is labeled with that output marker inde.

For example Fig. 6c illustrates that the data graphd =
{a, ε : {c, d}, b} is value equivalent to the data graph
de = {a, c, d, b}. All nodes and edges that are not acces-
sible from the root have been deleted fromde.

4.1 Value equivalence

We have discussed in Sect. 2 value equivalence for trees.
The intuition was that two trees are value equivalent if they
are equal when viewed as sets. Here we extend this notion
to arbitrary graphs, and define a notion of value equivalence
of two data graphs that satisfies three requirements. First,
when both data graphs are trees, then value equivalence co-
incides with that for trees in Def. 1. Second, each data graph
d is value equivalent tounfold(d). The latter may be infinite,
hence it is not technically a data graph. For this reason our
definition of value equivalence will be stated in terms of
possibly infinite labeled graphs. Third, ifde is a data graph
obtained by eliminating anε-edgee from d, as described
above, thend is value equivalent tode. Under this require-
ment, a path labeledε.a in d is equivalent to an edge labeled
a hence, repeating the procedure, a path labeledε . . . ε.a, in
notationε∗.a, is equivalent to an edge labeleda. Similarly,
if there exists anε∗ path from some nodeu to an output
node with marker &y, then we may consideru to be labeled
with &y.

Such a definition for value equality can be obtained by
extending a well-known concept called graph bisimulation.
We start by reviewing the traditional notion of graph bisim-
ulation, and the related notion of graph simulation.

Review of graph simulation and bisimulation.Our review is
based on [PT87, HHK95]. Given two graphsG1, G2, with
Gi = (Vi, Ei), Ei ⊆ Vi × Vi, i = 1,2, a simulation from G1
to G2 is a relationS ⊆ E1 × E2 satisfying the following
property: if (x1, x2) ∈ S and (x1, y1) ∈ E1, then there exists
y2 such that (y1, y2) ∈ S and (x2, y2) ∈ E2. One can check
that the empty relation is always a simulation, that the union
S ∪ S′ of two simulations is a simulation, and that for any
two graphs there exists a maximal simulation between them.

One way to understand a simulation is as a relaxation of
the concept of agraph morphismfrom G1 to G2, which is a
functionf : V1 → V2 such that for every edge (x1, y1) ∈ E1,
its image is also an edge: (f (x1), f (y1)) ∈ E2. Namely, a
function f : V1 → V2 is a graph morphism if and only if it
is a simulation, when viewed as a binary relation. Computa-
tionally, however, simulations and graph morphisms behave
differently. Deciding whether there exists a morphism from
G1 toG2 is an NP-complete problem [GJ79], while the max-
imal simulation between them can be computed in PTIME,
and quite efficiently [HHK95].

A bisimulation from G1 to G2 is a simulationS for

which S−1 def
= {(x2, x1) | (x1, x2) ∈ S} is also a simula-

tion. The empty relation is still a bisimulation, and there
always exists a maximal bisimulation. The most efficient
algorithm for finding a maximal bisimulation fromG1 to
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G2 is described by Paige and Tarjan [PT87], and runs in
O(m logn) time andO(n) space, wheren =| V1 | + | V2 |
andm =| E1 | + | E2 |.

Both definitions (of simulation and bisimulation), and
all properties stated above carry over to the case when the
graphs have labels on edges and/or nodes, by requiring that
the relationS preserves the labels. Specifically, when labels
are on edges, then the definition of a simulation becomes: if
(x1, x2) ∈ S and (x1, a, y1) ∈ E1, then there existsy2 ∈ V2
such that (y1, y2) ∈ S and (x2, a, y2) ∈ E2 (i.e., the edges
(x1, a, y1), (x2, a, y2) have the same labela). As before,S
is a bisimulation if bothS, S−1 are simulations; this notion
of bisimulation can be found in process algebras [Mil89].
When the labels are on nodes, then one requires that when-
ever (x1, x2) ∈ S, andx1 is labeled witha, thenx2 be la-
beled witha, too. The problem of computing a bisimulation
on labeled graphs reduces to that on unlabeled graphs. Paige
and Tarjan’s algorithm already handles the case when labels
are placed on nodes. It does not mention labels explicitly,
but instead, given a graphG and an equivalence relationP ,
it computes the maximal bisimulationS from G to G which
is a subset ofP ; equivalently, the partition defined byS is
a refinement of that defined byP . Given two graphsG1, G2
with labeled nodes, one can compute the maximal bisimula-
tion by taking their disjoint unionG1 ∪G2, definingP to be
the equivalence relation on nodes given by the labels, apply-
ing Paige and Tarjan’s algorithm, then retaining only those
pairs (x1, x2) in the bisimulation for whichx1 is inG1 andx2
is inG2. It is easy to check that this procedure computes the
maximal bisimulation between graphs with labeled nodes.
When the graphs have labeled edges, then we need to reify
them first. Namely we replace each edge (u, a, v) labeleda
with a new nodeνu,a,v and two (unlabeled) edges: fromu
to νu,a,v and fromνu,a,v to v. The new nodeνu,a,v will be
labeled witha. Applying this toG1 andG2 results in two
new graphs with a total ofm+n nodes and 2m edges. These
graphs have now labels on some of their nodes, and we can
apply the previous procedure to find a maximal bisimulation
in timeO(m log(m + n)) and spaceO(m + n).

In the context of semistructured data we often deal with
rooted graphs. A rooted graph has a distinguished node,
called the root. Arooted bisimulation is a bisimulationS be-
tweenG1 andG2 such that (r1, r2) ∈ S, wherer1, r2 are the
two roots. The empty relation is no longer a rooted bisimu-
lation, and, in general, a rooted bisimulation may not exist.
However, it is still the case that ifS, S′ are rooted bisim-
ulations thenS ∪ S′ is a rooted bisimulation, and, hence,
whenever some rooted bisimulation exists, then there ex-
ists a maximal one. It is easy to check if there exists some
rooted bisimulation: compute the maximal bisimulationS,
then check if (r1, r2) ∈ S.

Value equivalence.We extend now the notion of bisimula-
tion to labeled graphs with inputsX and outputsY, and
define value equivalence in terms of this bisimulation. Re-
call that such labeled graphs may be infinite. We denote
(u, ε∗, v) ∈ E and (u, ε∗.a, v) ∈ E whenever there exists
a path fromu to v labeled withε . . . ε, or ε . . . ε.a, respec-
tively.

Fig. 5. Illustration for the definition of extended simulations and bisimula-
tions

Definition 3 Let g1 = (V1, E1, I1, O1), g2 = (V2, E2, I2, O2)
be two labeled graphs, both with inputsX and outputsY. An
extended simulationfrom g1 to g2 is a relationS ⊆ V1 × V2
such that:

(a) if (u1, u2) ∈ S ∧ (u1, ε
∗.a, v1) ∈ E1 with a 6= ε, then

there exists a nodev2 such that(u2, ε
∗.a, v2) ∈ E2 and

(v1, v2) ∈ S.
(b) if (u1, u2) ∈ S ∧ (&x, u1) ∈ I1 then(&x, u2) ∈ I2.
(c) if (u1, u2) ∈ S ∧ (u1, ε

∗, v1) ∈ E1 ∧ (v1,&y) ∈ O1
then there exists a nodev2 such that(u2, ε

∗, v2) ∈ E2 ∧
(v2,&y) ∈ O2.

(d) (I1(&x), I2(&x)) ∈ S, for every&x ∈ X .

An extended bisimulationfrom g1 to g2 is an extended simu-
lation S for whichS−1 is also an extended simulation.

The first condition corresponds to the traditional defi-
nition of a simulation, but in our context in which a path
labeledε∗.a is identified with an edge labeleda. The next
two conditions treat both input and output markers as sym-
bols labeling the nodes. Figure 5 offers a graphical illustra-
tion of these three conditions. It says that if the top and left
part hold, then so do the right and bottom. For example, in
Fig. 5a if the top two nodes are inS and the left path exists,
then some path like that on the right exists and the bottom
nodes are inS. For extended bisimulations the implication
from right to left must hold, too.

Finally, the last condition in Def. 3 requires the (bi)simu-
lation to be rooted. As a consequence the empty relation is
not an extended (bi)simulation any more.

We say that two labeled graphsg1, g2 arevalue equiva-
lent, in notationg1 ≡ g2, if there exists an extended bisim-
ulation fromg1 to g2. It is easy to check that if two graphs
are value equivalent then there exists a maximal extended
bisimulation fromg1 to g2.

Note that ifX = ∅, then condition (d) is true for any rela-
tion S: in this case the empty relationis a (bi)simulation, and
all graphs withX = ∅ are value equivalent, and equivalent
to the labeled graph (∅, ∅, ∅, ∅), which we denote ().

Figure 6 shows some instances of equivalent graphs, and
their extended bisimulations. The figure illustrates the three
requirements for value equivalence spelled out at the begin-
ning of this section:
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Fig. 6. Examples of extended bisimulations between two graphs

– any two finite treest1, t2 are equivalent in the sense of
Definition 1 iff they are equivalent in the sense that there
exists an extended bisimulation fromt1 to t2.

– any data graphd is bisimilar to its infinite unfolding
unfold(d):

d ≡ unfold(d)

– any data graphd is equivalent tode, wherede is obtained
from d by eliminating someε edgee, as explained ear-
lier.

Definition 4 A function f from labeled graphs to labeled
graphs is calledbisimulation generic, if, wheneverg ≡ g′,
then f (g) ≡ f (g′). A functionf with several arguments is
called bisimulation generic ifg1 ≡ g′

1, g2 ≡ g′
2, . . . implies

f (g1, g2, . . .) ≡ f (g′
1, g

′
2, . . .).

We end this section explaining how value equivalence
can be efficiently tested. The idea is to eliminateε edges first,
then apply Paige and Tarjan’s algorithm for labeled graphs.
Let d = (V,E, I,O) be a data graph. We construct a value
equivalent data graphd′ = (V,E′, I, O′) without ε edges. Its
set of nodes is the same (V ), and so are its input nodes (I).
EdgesE′ are defined as follows: (u, a, w) ∈ E′ for a 6= ε if
(u, ε∗.a, v) ∈ E. Outputs are defined as follows: (u,&y) ∈
O′ if there existsv such that (u, ε∗, v) ∈ E and (v,&y) ∈
O′. It is easily checked thatd ≡ d′ (the identity relation
is an extended bisimulation). The computation time ford′

.

l

d d1 d2

ε ε

{} {l : d} d1 ∪ d2

Fig. 7. Definition of the constructors

is dominated by the time needed to compute the transitive
closure ofε-edges (i.e., allε∗ paths). Finally, given two data
graphsd1, d2, one can check if they are value equivalent by
computingd′

1, d
′
2 then checking whether there exists a rooted

bisimulation fromd′
1 to d′

2 with the procedure for labeled
graphs.

4.2 Data constructors

There are three4 constructors for trees:t1 ∪ t2, {l : t}, and
{}. As we saw, the tree constructors played a crucial role
in the definition of structural recursion, and they are also
useful operators in a query language like UnQL. Here we
extend the tree constructors to a set of graph constructors:
while some of the new constructors we introduce may find
little use in the front syntax of a query language, they are
useful both in the definition of structural recursion, and in a
query optimizer, as internal operators.

Constructors for graphs and hypergraphs have been stud-
ied by Courcelle [Cou90]. He defines hypergraphs with
sourcesand defines six constructors, proving that every hy-
pergraph can be expressed using these constructors. Both the
constructors and the result immediately carry over from hy-
pergraphs to graphs. The sources in a graph are an ordered
set of distinguished nodes, and resemble the inputs and out-
puts in our data graphs. Unfortunately, the constructors do
not include the tree constructorst1 ∪ t2 and{a : t} as prim-
itives, but one has to express them as derived operations;
only {} is a primitive, denoted1. This, together with the
mismatch between the data models, necessitated different
collection of constructors from those in [Cou90].

The data graph constructors are the following.

{} empty tree
{l : d} singleton tree
d1 ∪ d2 union of two trees

&x := d label the root node with some input marker
&y data graph with one output marker
() empty data graph
d1 ⊕ d2 disjoint union

d1@d2 append of two data graphs
cycle(d) data graph with cycles

We explain the constructors here, their formal defini-
tion is in Fig. 7. There is a certain type discipline with re-
spect to the input and output markers (similar to theprofile

4 There are four such constructors defined at the end of Sect. 2.1. The
last one,a, is not needed any more, since we model now atomic values as
labels on edges.
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in [Cou90]). Recall our convention by which a tree has the
“default” input marker &.

The first three are the tree operators:{}, {l : d}, d1 ∪d2.
All three constructors expectd, d1, d2 ∈ DBY and return
results inDBY . They are not polymorphic, hence should be
written as{}Y , {l : d}Y , andd1∪Yd2, respectively; however,
we will always omit the subscriptY to avoid clutter. Note
in Fig. 7 how union is defined with the aid ofε-edges. For
example,{a, b} ∪ {c, d, e} = {ε : {a, b}, ε : {c, d, e}} which
is value equivalent to{a, b, c, d, e}.

The next four constructors allow us to create and add
input and output markers: &x := d takesd ∈ DBY and
relabels the root with the input marker &x, hence the result
is in DB

{&x}
Y . The constructor &y returns a tree with a

single node labeled with the output marker &y and default
input marker &: hence &y ∈ DBY , where &y ∈ Y. This is
like {}, but now we have an output marker on the unique
node. The asymmetry between the input marker constructor,
&x := d, and the output marker constructor, &y, is due to
the fact that we want to construct trees bottom-up: we start
with a single node, possibly labeled with one output marker,
but have to complete the entire tree before adding the input
marker. The empty graph is denoted by (): it has no nodes,
no edges, and is, up to value equivalence, the unique data
graph inDB∅

Y . Note the distinction between the empty graph
() and the empty tree{} which contains a single node. The
disjoint uniond1⊕d2 requiresd1 andd2 to have disjoint sets
of input markersX1,X2, and the same set of output markers
Y; thend1 ⊕ d2 ∈ DBX1∪X2

Y .
Finally, the last two constructors deal with the vertical

structure of the data graphs. The append operatord1@d2 is
defined whend1 ∈ DBX

Y and d2 ∈ DBY
Z , and results in

a graph inDBX
Z . Append is essentially performed by glu-

ing each output node ind1 with the input node ind2 labeled
with the same marker: formally, however, this is achieved by
addingε edges, see Fig. 7. It corresponds to list concatena-
tion, if linear trees are identified with lists: whend1 = {a1 :
{a2 : . . . {an : &z} . . .}} andd2 = (&z := {b1 : {b2 : . . .}}),
thend1@d2 = {a1 : {a2 : . . . {an : {b1 : {b2 : . . .}}} . . .}}.
For another illustration, considerd1 = {a : &y1, b, c : &y2}
andd2 = (&y1 := {d}, &y2 := {e, f}). Thend1@d2 is value
equivalent5 to {a : {d}, b, c : {e, f}}. The effect is that of
simultaneously substituting each output marker ind1 with
the value of the corresponding input marker ind2. The last
operator allows us to introduce cycles: whend ∈ DBX

X∪Y ,
thencycle(d) ∈ DBX

Y .
Each operator has a certain “type” given by the com-

bination of allowed input and output markers. As said ear-
lier, the operators are not polymorphic: we assume that each
occurrence of an operator is subscripted with the set of in-
put/output markers it expects, such as{}Y , or d1@X ,Y,Zd2,
but we drop the subscripts to avoid clutter.

As a remark, recall that in Sect. 2 the union operator
was undefined when one of the operands was an atomic
value: e.g.,{a} ∪ 5 made no sense. In our definition here
all constructors are well defined, as long as the types are
correct. As an illustration,{a} ∪ &y is defined and equal to

5 When we apply the definition in Fig. 7,d1@d2 results in{a : {ε :
{d}}, b, c : {ε : {e, f}}}.

{a, ε : &y} (recall that we do not have atomic values any
more in our model).

We will use the following notations and abbreviations.
As before, we abbreviate{l : {}} with {l}, and use{l1 :
d1, . . . , ln : dn} for {l1 : d1} ∪ . . . {ln : dn}. We write
(d1, . . . , dn) for d1 ⊕ . . .⊕ dn. Finally, if d, d′ ∈ DBX

Y , and

d = (&x1 := d1, . . . ,&xm := dm)

d′ = (&x1 := d′
1, . . . ,&xm := d′

m),

we extend the meaning of∪ so that

d ∪ d′ = (&x1 := d1 ∪ d′
1, . . . ,&xm := dm ∪ d′

m) .

That is, we take the union component-wise. This extends
the union operator in a natural way from rooted data graphs
(with unique input marker &) to data graphs with arbitrary
input markers.

We show next that the constructors are sufficient to en-
able us to express any data graphd, up to value equiva-
lence. Consider first the case of a rooted data graph, i.e.,
with a single input marker &, and letd = (V,E, I,O), V =
{v1, . . . , vn}. We usen distinct markers, &x1, . . . ,&xn,
one corresponding to each vertex. For each vertexvi, i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, let ei be the union of the following expressions:
{a : &xj}, for every edge (vi, a, vj) with sourcevi, and
&yk, for every output marker &yk labeling the vertexvi.
Assumingv1 to be the root ofd, the data graph is value
equivalent to:

&x1@cycle(&x1 := e1, . . . ,&xn := en) .

For an illustration, consider the graph in Fig. 6b, with three
nodes and one output marker &y; it can be expressed as:

&x1 @cycle( &x1 := {a : &x2},
&x2 := {b : &x2, c : &x3},
&x3 := &y) .

Consider now the case when the data graphd has multiple
input markers &x1, . . . ,&xm: then it is value equivalent to
a graph of the form (&x1 := d1, . . . ,&xm := dm) where
d1, . . . , dm are rooted data graphs for which we apply the
previous construction.

Thus, for any data graphd we have a canonical expres-
sion denotingd. Of course, that expression is not unique: in
general there are many equivalent expressions denoting the
same graph.

We show next that all constructors are bisimulation-
generic, and that this result is not accidental, but a con-
sequence of a careful choice of both constructors and the
definition of value-equivalence.

Proposition 1 All data constructors are bisimulation-generic.

Proof. This is done by applying the definition directly. We
illustrate only for the operatord1 ∪ d2, others are handled

similarly. So letd1 ≡ d′
1, d2 ≡ d′

2. Denotingd
def
= d1 ∪ d2

andd′ def
= d′

1 ∪ d′
2 we have to prove thatd ≡ d′. Let S1 be

the extended bisimulation relation fromd1 to d′
1 andS2 the

extended bisimulation relation fromd2 to d′
2. Note thatd’s

nodes are those ind1 union those ind2 plus a new node
(the root): call it u. Similarly, the nodes ofd′ are those
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Fig. 8. Relation between extended
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E ::= {} | {L : E} | E ∪ E |
&x := E | &y | () | E ⊕ E

| E@E | cycle(E) |
V ar |if B then E else E | rec(λ(LabelV ar, V ar).E)(E)

L ::= LabelV ar | a a ∈ Label

B ::= isempty(E) | L = L

Fig. 9. UnCAL

in d′
1 union those ind′

2 plus a new node, denotedu′. (We
may safely assume thatd1, d2, d

′
1, d

′
2 have disjoint sets of

nodes: we can always rename.) Define the relationS to be
S1 ∪ S2 ∪ {(u, u′)}. Now we verify thatS is an extended
bisimulation. For that we need to check conditions 1–4 of
Def. 3. Take condition 1. Consider aε∗.a path ind = d1∪d2.
It can either: (a) be entirely ind1, then we use the fact that
S1 is an extended bisimulation; or, (b) be entirely ind2, then
use the fact thatS2 is an extended bisimulation; or (c) start at
the root and continue, say, ind1 (the case when it continues
in d2 is similar). Here we applyS1 to the remainder of the
path ind1 and obtain a similar path ind1’ (for that we use
condition 4 onS1, which implies that the roots ofd1 and
d′

1 are in S1). Conditions 2 and 3 are checked similarly.
Condition 4 holds trivially, since (u, u′) ∈ S. �

Weak bisimulation.Extended bisimulation is related to, but
distinct from, the “weak bisimulation” used in process alge-
bra [Mil89], where the “silent transitions” (τ ) correspond to
our ε edges. Namely, two graphsd1, d2 are “weakly bisimi-
lar” [Mil89] if there exists some relationS as in Definition 3,
but in which the pathε∗.a in the first condition is replaced
with a pathε∗.a.ε∗. We cannot use weak bisimulation as our
notion of value equivalence, because the constructors would
not preserve this equivalence. We illustrate this with the sin-
gleton constructor{a : d}. Consider the two data graphs
d1, d2 in Fig. 8a: they are weakly bisimilar, but{a : d1} and
{a : d2} (Fig. 8b are not (in the left graph the root has a path
a.ε to a node that is not weakly bisimilar to any node in the
right graph). Weak bisimulations and extended bisimulations
are incomparable. The two graphs in Fig. 8b are extended
bisimilar but not weakly bisimilar, while the two graphs in
Fig. 8c are weakly bisimilar but not extended bisimilar.

5 UnCAL: a query language for graphs

UnCAL (Unstructured Calculus) is UnQL’s internal algebra,
and its syntax is depicted in Fig. 9. The name “calculus”
should be understood here in the sense ofλ-calculus, and
not of relational calculus: UnCAL is in fact closer in spirit to
the relational algebra than to the relational calculus. It con-
sists of the graph constructors introduced earlier, variables,
conditionals, and structural recursion. We have defined the

data constructors already, while variables and conditionals
are self explanatory. Structural recursion in UnCAL, in no-
tation rec(e), will be described next.

5.1 Structural recursion on graphs

Extending structural recursion to arbitrary graphs seems im-
possible at first, since recursive functions run into infinite
loops when applied to graphs with cycles. We give two so-
lutions to this problem. One is memorization: remember all
recursive calls and avoid entering infinite loops. We call
this therecursive semantics. Another is an entirely different
view on structural recursion: apply the recursive functions
in parallel, on all the graph’s edges. Hence, each function
will be applied only as many times as edges in the graph,
and infinite loops are avoided. We call this thebulk seman-
tics. Moreover the two semantics turn out to be equivalent
– evidence of the robustness of structural recursion. A third
choice is to do an inductive definition based on a constructor
expression for the given data graph: such a definition is also
possible (and we will show it to be equivalent to the other
two), however, it can only be done under some technical
restrictions.

Encoding several recursive functions as one.Before we de-
fine the semantics of structural recursion, we argue that mul-
tiple recursive functions can always be encoded as a single
recursive function. Let us start by illustrating on the func-
tions g, h below:

sfun g({a:T})={a:h(T)}
sfun h({b:T})={c:h(T)}

| g({L:T})=g(T)
| h({L:T})={L:h(T)} .

On a treeT, g(T) erases all edges until it reaches ana.
After that it copies the tree, but replaces everyb with a c .
To rewrite the two functions as a single recursive function,
we define an auxiliary functione(L) , whereL is a label:

fun e(L)=case L of
a:(&z1:={a:&z2}, &z2:={a:&z2})
b:(&z1:=&z1, &z2:={c:&z2})
_:(&z1:=&z1, &z2:={L:&z2}) .

For a labelL, e(L) returns a graph with two input markers,
&z1, &z2 , and the same two output markers. Figure 10a
illustrates the three possible shapes fore(L) . Recall that
when a graph has the same set of input markers and out-
put markers ({&z1, &z2} in our example), each marker
occurrence is clearly distinguished as either input or output.

Consider now the following structural recursion function.

fun f(T1 U T2) = f(T1) U f(T2)
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| f({L:T}) = e(L) @ f(T)
| f({}) = (&z1 := {}, &z2 := {}).

From the last line we read that the “type” off(T) is a graph
with input markers&z1 andz2 . Technically this definition
is an extension of our syntax for structural recursion, in that
it allows the function to return a forest instead of a tree: a
forest is a particular instance of a graph with multiple input
nodes. We will allow this extension of structural recursion
in the sequel. In the first line we use our convention that
a union applied to two graphs with input markers&z1 and
&z2 computes the union of the&z1 trees in both graphs,
and separately the union of the&z2 trees in both graphs
(Sect. 4.2). As before we write the definition of the structural
recursion function as:

sfun f({L:T}) = e(L) @ f(T) .

The relationship betweenf on one hand andg, h on
the other, is the following. For any finite treeT:

f(T)=(&z1:=g(T), &z2:=h(T)) .

We sketch the proof by induction onT. For T = {}, both
sides of the equation are(&z1:={}, &z2:={}) . For
T = T1 U T2, the left-hand side isf(T1) U f(T2)
which, by induction hypothesis is:

(&z1:=g(T1), &z2:=h(T1)) U
(&z1:=g(T2), &z2:=h(T2)) .

The right-hand side of the equation is:

(&z1:=g(T1) U g(T2),
&z2:=h(T1) U h(T2)) .

The two are equal. Finally, whenT = {L : T′}, then one
makes a case analysis onL. WhenL = a, then the left-hand
side ise(a)@f (T′); since the induction hypothesis holds, af-
ter substituting6 in the body ofe(a) , the left-hand side be-
comes (&z1 := {a : h(T′)},&z2 := {a : h(T′)}), which, by
the definitions ofg and h is equal to (&z1 := g({a : T′}),
&z2 := h({a : T′})). The other cases are similar.

It follows that we can replace the two mutually recur-
sive functionsg, h with a single recursive functionf . To
obtain g(T) , one computes&z1 @ f(T) ; for h(T) one
computes&z2 @ f(T) .

This construction can be generalized tok mutually recur-
sive functionsg1, . . . , gk, as follows. LetZ = {&z1, . . . ,&zk}
be a set ofk markers. Let each functiongi be defined by
sfun gi({l : t}) = ei. Recall that the expressionei may
contain l, t, and any of the recursive callsg1(t), . . . , gk(t):
substitute the latter with the markers &z1, . . . ,&zk, re-
spectively, and call the resulting expressione′

i(l, t). Define

e(l, t)
def
= (&z1 := e′

1(l, t), . . . ,&zk := e′
k(l, t)). Then the sin-

gle structural recursive function expressing allk functions
g1, . . . , gk is:

sfunf ({l, t}) = e(l, t)@f (t) . (1)

Note that, if any of the expressionsei used the argumentt
explicitly, thene will also uset explicitly; in our previous
example neitherg nor h usedt explicitly, hence it did not
occur ine either.

6 Recall that the@operator is analogous to marker substitution.

One can easily establish the following equation, on all
finite treest, by induction ont:

f (t) = (&z1 := g1(t), . . . ,&zk := gk(t)) .

In particular we can obtaing1(t) as &z1@f (t).
Hence, from now on, we will only consider a single

structural recursive functionf , of the form Eq. 1. The syntax
for it in UnCAL (Fig. 9) is rec(λ(l, t).e), or simply rec(e),
when the label and tree variablesl, t are understood. As
for other UnCAL operators, the setZ of markers used in
e should normally be written as a subscript torec, but we
drop it to avoid clutter.

Structural recursion and markers.Before defining structural
recursion on graphs, we need to be precise about the “type”,
i.e., the set of input and output markers in the result of struc-
tural recursion. It follows from the discussion above that, if
t is a tree (i.e., a single input marker & and no output mark-
ers), thenrec(e)(t) is inDBZ

∅ , whereZ is the set of markers
used ine. The case ofrec(e)(d), whend has an arbitrary set
of input markersX and an arbitrary set of output mark-
ersY requires more care, however. We will encounter such
uses of structural recursion later (Sect. 7), when we describe
optimization techniques, and it is important to define the se-
mantics of structural recursion correctly, in order for those
techniques to work.

Specifically, we need a way to generate new markers, and
for that we introduce the following marker constructor: given
two markers &x,&y, &x · &y denotes a new marker. The
operation· returns a different marker for every pair &x,&y.
One can think of· as a Skolem function on markers, but
with the following difference: we assume· to be associative,
(&x · &y) · &z = &x · (&y · &z) and & to be its identity:
& · &x = &x · & = & x. In other words, our universe of all
markers, denotedMarker, is now a monoid, with & the
identity7. Given two sets of markersX ,Y, we denoteX · Y
the set{&x · &y | &x ∈ X ,&y ∈ Y}.

We can now explain the types in structural recursion. Let
e be a functione : Label×DBY → DBZ

Z . Then the type of
rec(e), is defined to be a functionDBX

Y → DBX·Z
Y·Z . Nor-

mally we should have denotedrecX ,Y,Z (e), but, as usual,
we drop the subscripts. The type ofrec(e)(t) when t is a
tree, follows from this general rule: hereX = {&}, Y = ∅,
hence the type ofrec(e)(t) is DBZ

∅ , because{&} · Z = Z
and∅ · Z = ∅.

5.1.1 Bulk semantics of structural recursion

Given f = rec(e) and an input data graphd, we want to
define the resultf (d) of computingf on d. In the bulk se-
mantics we apply the bodye independently on all edges
in d, then join the results withε edges (as in the @ oper-
ation). Continuing our example, the result of the bulk se-
mantics is illustrated in Fig. 10. The figure illustrates first

7 Associativity of “·” is needed for Theorem 4 to hold. In particular,
Theorem 4 (1) is related to a “associativity” law in monads, see [Wad92].
If we don’t require “·” to be associative, then we have to do some messy
marker renamings for Theorem 4 to hold.
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Fig. 10. Illustration for the bulk semantics of structural recursion

the effect of applying the functione on a single edge in
Fig. 10a, then the bulk semantics off(d) for the tree
d = {b, c : {a : {b,d},b},a : {e}} in Fig. 10b: this result
reads

f (d) = (&z1 := {a : {c ,d},a : {e}},
&z2 := {c , c : {a : {c ,d}, c},a : {e}}) .

The reader may computeg(d) and h(d) separately, as
recursive functions on the treed, and check that indeed
f (d) = (&z1 := g(d), &z2 := h(d)).

We define the bulk semantics in general. Fix a data graph
d = (V,E, I,O), d ∈ DBX

Y . Given a nodev ∈ V , we denote
dv to be “d with root v”, i.e., dv = (V,E, Iv, O), with Iv =
{(& , v)}; notice thatdv ∈ DBY . Consider now a function
defined by structural recursion,f = rec(e), where the body
e is e : Label ×DBY → DBZ

Z . In the bulk semantics, the
data graphd′ = f (d) is constructed as follows. First make
| Z | disjoint copies ofV : each such node will be identified
asS1(u,&z), for u ∈ V and &z ∈ Z. Next applye on each
edge (u, a, v) ∈ E, wherea 6= ε, more precisely, compute the
data graphe(a, dv), and take the disjoint union of all these
| E | data graphs. Their nodes will be uniquely identified
asS2(u, a, v, w), where (u, a, v) ∈ E andw ∈ e(a, dv).V :

here and in the sequel we use the notationg.V, g.E, g.I, g.O
for the vertices, edges, inputs, and outputs of some graphg.
Referring to Fig. 10, theS1 nodes are outside the boxes,
while the S2 nodes are inside the boxes. Finally we add
edges connectingS1 nodes toS2 or to otherS1 nodes, based
on the edges ind. For an edge (u, a, v) ∈ E with a 6= ε, for
every (&z, w) ∈ e(a, dv).I, where &z ∈ Z, we add anε
edge fromS1(u,&z) to S2(u, a, v, w); similarly for every
(w,&z) ∈ e(a, dv).O we add anε edges fromS2(u, a, v, w)
to S2(v,&z). For anε edge (u, ε, v) ∈ E, for every &z ∈ Z
we add anε edge fromS1(u,&z) to S1(v,&z), for every
marker &z ∈ Z.

The above discussion leads us to the following for-
mal definition of thebulk semanticsfor structural recur-
sion. Given rec(e) and a data graphd, the data graph
d′ = rec(e)(d) is:

d′.V def
= {S1(u,&z) | u ∈ V,&z ∈ Z} ∪

{S2(u, a, v, w) | (u, a, v) ∈ E,

a 6= ε, w ∈ e(a, dv).V }
d′.E def

= {(S1(u,&z), ε, S2(u, a, v, w)) |
&z ∈ Z, (u, a, v) ∈ E,

a 6= ε, (&z, w) ∈ e(a, dv).I} ∪
{(S2(u, a, v, w), b, S2(u, a, v, w′)) | (u, a, v) ∈ E,

a 6= ε, (w, b, w′) ∈ e(a, dv).E} ∪
{(S2(u, a, v, w), ε, S1(v,&z)) |
&z ∈ Z, (u, a, v) ∈ E,

a 6= ε, (w,&z) ∈ e(a, dv).O} ∪
{(S1(u,&z), ε, S1(v,&z)) | &z ∈ Z, (u, ε, v) ∈ E}

d′.I def
= {(&x · &z, S1(u,&z)) | (&x, u) ∈ I,

&x ∈ X ,&z ∈ Z}
d′.O def

= {(S1(u,&z),&y · &z) | (u,&y) ∈ O,

&y ∈ Y,&z ∈ Z}
Here,S1 andS2 are Skolem functions. Each of these sets
is definable by a first-order formula. Notice also that, when
d ∈ DBX

Y , then according to this definitiond′ ∈ DBX·Z
Y·Z ,

which is the same as the type defined earlier.
It is interesting to notice that the bulk semantics is ex-

pressed entirely in first-order logic extended with Skolem
functions (in fact, only non-recursive datalog is needed).
This may sound surprising since, after all, we are expressing
recursion! It does so by introducing additionalε edges in the
result, with the aid of the markers. If we want to eliminate
these edges, then, in general, we have to compute a transi-
tive closure. In effect, the bulk semantics delays computing
the recursion and isolates it in a single computation of a
transitive closure (ofε edges).

To appreciate the power of such a semantics, consider
the following example:

sfun even({a:T})=odd(T)
| even({b:T})={c}

sfun odd({a:T})=even(T)
| odd({b:T})={d} .
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Fig. 11. aA chain data graph andb the bulk semantics ofeven-odd

The functioneven runs down a chain ofa-edges until it
finds a b-edge, and outputsc if the a-chain was even in
length, andd otherwise. On a chainT like in Fig. 11a, the
bulk semantics returns a pair of zigzagging, crossing chains,
Fig. 11b, which apparently do not make us much wiser. If
we really want to know if the uniqueb was at an odd depth
or an even depth, we need to eliminate theε edges starting
from the left input marker (corresponding to the function
even ).

It is also important to note that a query processor does
not have to eliminateε edges after every application of struc-
tural recursion. All UnCAL’s operators, except one, can cope
with ε edges. For example, assume we have to compute
g(even(T)) , whereT is the chain in Fig. 11a, and the
function g is:

sfun g({c:T}) = {e}
| g({d:T}) = {} .

We can applyg to the data graph in Fig. 11b without having
to eliminate theε edges first: the result will be a similarly
shaped graph with ane label instead ofc , and with the
d edge deleted. Thus, the query processor can postponeε
elimination until the end of the computation. The only oper-
ator requiringε elimination isisempty: for example, to com-
pute isempty(g(even(T))) , we have no choice but to
check if the unique non-ε edge (e) is reachable from the left
marker.

There is some similarity here to duplicate elimination
in relational queries without aggregates, where an optimizer
also has a choice when to perform duplicate elimination.

In our definition of the bulk semantics we introduced
ε edges quite generously. This was convenient for the def-
inition, but in many practical cases one can save several,
or even all theε edges in the definition. For example, in
Fig. 11b the connectingε edges, between the output nodes
of one graph and the input nodes of the next could be spared,
and the nodes glued instead: this is a form of optimization
which can be generalized to the case when the input data
graph has no loops (edges from some node to itself). Alter-
natively, one could glue the input and output nodes in each
graph: in Fig. 11 one would glue the input&z1 to the output

&z2, and conversely, in each of the graphs in the boxes. Of
course, both optimizations cannot be applied together in this
example, unless we compute a transitive closure.

Finally note that the result of any structural recursion
computation is polynomial in the size of the input data. Ex-
ponential blowup resulting from recursive processing of trees
are avoided by representing the results as directed acyclic
graphs. For example, the functionf4 in Sect. 2.2, when ap-

plied to the treeu1
a→ u2

b→ u3
c→ u4 results essentially in

the graph:

v1

a

→→
b

v2

a

→→
b

v3

a

→→
b

v4 .

5.1.2 Recursive semantics of structural recursion

The idea here is very simple. Given a functionf = rec(e)
or, equivalently,sfunf ({l : t}) = e@f (t), we computef (d)
recursively ond, essentially by unfoldingd, as if the input
were a tree, but memorize all recursive calls to avoid infi-
nite loops. The algorithm is depicted in Fig. 12; we explain
it next. Let p be the number of input and output markers
of e, i.e., its markers are &z1, . . . ,&zp. The algorithm tra-
verses recursively the graph using the functionr(u) (whose
argument is a node in the graph). Whenever we visit a node
u we check if it is in a listvisited of nodes we have seen
so far. Initially visited = ∅. If u is not there, then, before
any recursive call is made, we create a new data graph
s1 = (&z1 := {}, . . . ,&zp := {}), and insert invisited the
pair (u, s1). The data graphs1 is a mutable object: it is simi-
lar to a record withp components, in which each component
is initially {}. Each of itsp input nodes will represent some
node in the result graph (anS1 node, in the terminology of
the bulk semantics), and its set of edges is initially empty.
Next, we iterate over all edges (u, ai, vi) and updates1 to
s1∪ e(ai, dvi

): as before,dvi
denotes the graphd with node

vi designated as input. Ifu however is already invisited
then we retrieve the graphs1 from there and return it. More
precisely, we return thep input nodes ofs1 (and their set of
outgoing edges may not be fully computed yet).

When the input is a tree, then the recursive semantics
coincides with that described in Sect. 2. Indeed, on some
non-empty node{a1 : t1, . . . , an : tn} the functionr returns
e(a1, f (t1)) ∪ . . .∪ e(an, f (tn)), which is precisely what the
structural recursive functionf does, sincef (t ∪ t′) = f (t) ∪
f (t′) andf ({a : t}) = e(a, t)@f (t).

5.1.3 Equivalence of the bulk and recursive semantics

We have given two distinct definitions for the semantics of
structural recursion. Here we establish their equivalence.

Proposition 2 The recursive semantics is value equivalent
to the bulk semantics.

Proof. For some structural recursive functionrec(e) let f1
denote its bulk semantics andf2 its recursive semantics.
Consider some data graphd. We have to show thatf1(d) ≡
f2(d). Let d′ be the accessible part off1(d) (i.e., all nodes
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Algorithm: Recursive Evaluation of Structural Recursion

Input: f = rec(e) and an input graphd

Output: f (d)

Method: /* assumee returns a graph with input and output markers &z1, . . . ,&zp */

/* assumed = (&x1 := d1, . . . ,&xm := dm) */

visited := {}
for i = 1 tom do let (&z1 := ri1, . . . ,&zp := rip) := r(di)

return (&x1 · &z1 := r11,&x1 · &z2 := r12, . . . ,&xm · &zp := rmp)
fun r(u) =

caseu of

{} : return (&z1 := {}, . . . ,&zp := {})

&y : return (&z1 := &y · &z1, . . . ,&zp := &y · &zp)

{a1 : v1, . . . , an : vn} : /* n > 0 */

if exists (u, s1) ∈ visited then returns1

else s1 := (&z1 := {}, . . . ,&zp := {})

visited := visited∪{(u, s1)}
for i = 1 to n do

if ai = ε thens1 := s1 ∪ r(vi)

elses1 := s1 ∪ e(ai, dvi ) /* dvi is graphd with new inputvi */

return s1

Fig. 12. The recursive semantics of structural recursion

accessible from some of its input nodes). We show thatf2(d)
constructs a graph isomorphic tod′, in notationd′ = f2(d);
graph isomorphism, of course, implies value equivalence,
hence this proves the proposition. For this strong claim to
hold we need to explain in more detail what graph exactly
the Algorithm in Fig. 12 constructs. First, the statement:

s1 := (&z1 := {}, . . . ,&zp := {})

returns a graph withp nodes (labeled with input markers
&z1, . . . ,&zp) and no edges. The assignment:

s1 := s1 ∪ e(ai, dvi)

proceeds as follows. Notice thate(ai, dvi) returns a graph
with p input nodes. Then, the effect of the assignment is to
addp ε edges from thep inputs ofs1 to thep inputs of that
graph. Similarly for the statement:

s1 := s1 ∪ r(vi) .

Notice that the recursive algorithm constructs an acces-
sible graphf2(d). The claim thatd′ = f2(d) follows now
immediately, since the nodess1 constructed byf2(d) cor-
respond isomorphically to theS1 nodes inf1(d′), while the
nodes in the graphse(ai, dvi) in f2(d) correspond isomor-
phically to theS2 nodes inf1(d). �

5.1.4 Structural recursion and constructors

When we introduced the graph constructors in Sect. 4.2 we
showed that any data graphd can be defined by an expres-
sion using only these constructors. The third alternative for
the semantics of structural recursion is to define it induc-
tively, on the structure of this expression. We will prove
this below, referring to the graph constructors in Fig. 7,
by showing that structural recursion “commutes” with each
constructor. However, for the @ andcycle constructors the

corresponding equations hold only if the expressione(l, t)
in rec(e) does not depend on the tree variablet. Because of
this limitation, we do not adopt this as an alternative defi-
nition of structural recursion. Nevertheless, these equations
can be useful to an optimizer.

Proposition 3 The following data value equalities hold for
structural recursion:

rec(e)({}) ≡ {}
rec(e)({l : d}) ≡ e(l, d)@rec(e)(d) (2)

rec(e)(d1 ∪ d2) ≡ rec(e)(d1) ∪ rec(e)(d2)

rec(e)(&x := d) ≡ &x · (rec(e)(d)) (3)

rec(e)(&y) ≡ (&z1 := &y · &z1, . . . ,&y · &zp)

rec(e)() ≡ ()

rec(e)(d1 ⊕ d2) ≡ rec(e)(d1) ⊕ rec(e)(d2)

rec(e)(d1@d2) ≡ rec(e)(d1)@rec(e)(d2) (4)

rec(e)(cycle(d)) ≡ cycle(rec(e)(d)) . (5)

In Eq. 3,&x · (&z1 := g1, . . . ,&zp := gp) denotes(&x ·
&z1 := g1, . . . ,&x · &zp := gp).8 In Eqs. 4 and 5 we make
the additional assumption thate(l, t) does not depend on the
tree variablet.

Proof. We sketch here the proof for Eqs. 4 and 5. The
graphd1@d2 is obtained by taking the disjoint union of the
graphsd1 and d2, then adding certain connectingε edges
(see the definition in Fig. 7). Since the bulk semantics for
the graphd′ = rec(e)(d1@d2) is obtained by applyinge
on each edge ind1@d2 independently, we can obtaind′
by applyinge on the edges ind1 separately, then on those
in d2, and finally on the connectingε edges. The first set
of graphs is preciselyrec(e)(d1); the second isrec(e)(d2);

8 &x · d can be expressed using the other constructors, as (&x · &z1 :=
&z1@d, . . . ,&x · &zp := &zp@d).
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and finally, the third forms precisely theε edges connect-
ing rec(e)(d1) to rec(e)(d2) in rec(e)(d1)@rec(e)(d2). The
caserec(e)(cycle(d)) is treated similarly: herecycle(d) is
obtained by addingε edges tod, hence the equation follows
easily. All other equalities are easily proved, in a similar
fashion, using the bulk semantics for structural recursion.
Note that in both Eqs. 4 and 5 we obtain actual graph iso-
morphism, in the bulk semantics. In some of the other cases
we have only a weaker value equality. For example in Eq.
2 we have twoε edges between the output ofe(l, d) and the
input of rec(e)(d) on the left-hand side, but there are three
such edges on the right-hand side (the @ operator adds the
third one). Hence the two sides are value equivalent, but not
isomorphic. �

Note that ife(l, t) depends ont, then, whene is applied
on some edge ind1@d2 which belongs toe1 it can, through
t, access and inspect the graphd2, hence we cannot obtain
the same effect by computingrec(e)(d1) andrec(e)(d2) in-
dependently. The following example illustrates a case when
Eq. 4 fails. Consider the recursive function

sfun f({L:T})=if not(isempty(h(T)))
then {L} U f(T) else f(T)

returning all edges which have ana below them. Here the
function h is defined as

sfun h({a:T}) = {a}
| h({L:T}) = h(T) .

These are not mutually recursive, buth is defined ear-
lier than f (otherwise f would not be allowed to test
isempty (h(T)), see condition 2 in Sect. 2.2). That is, in
UnCAL the functionf(d) becomes:

rec(λ(l, t). if not(isempty(rec(λ(l′, t′). . . .)(t)))

then {L} ∪ & else &)(d)

where. . . stands for the body ofh which is: if l′ = a then
{a} else &. Consider now a linear graphd = {b : {a : {c}}}
on which we can computef directly, using the recursive
definition, and obtainf(d) = {b} (because there is ana
edge belowb). However, if we expressd as d1@d2, with
d1 = {b : &y} andd2 = (&y := {a : {c}}), then bothf (d1)
and f (d2) return the empty graph.

5.2 UnCAL queries

UnCAL expressions are built from variables and label con-
stants using the operators depicted in Fig. 9. The
rec(λ(L, T ).e)(e′) construction is the only one which intro-
duces new variables,L andT , whose scope is the expres-
sion e.

An UnCAL query is any expression with a single free
variabledb.

We illustrate this with the following example, taken from
Sect. 2:

let sfun h1({country: C})=
let sfun h2({name: N})= {result: N}
in h2(C)

in h1(db)

The corresponding UnCAL query is:

rec(λ (L1, C).

if L1 = ”country”

then rec(λ(L2, N ).

if L2 = ”name” then {”result” : N}
else {})(C)

else {})(db) .

Here we used & everywhere as the recursion marker to sim-
plify the rec expressions. Even so, UnCAL is hard to read:
it is intended only as an internal algebra for UnQL, and not
as user syntax.

The discussion on polymorphism carries over from con-
structors to all UnCAL expressions: such expressions are not
polymorphic, but are assumed to have the expected input
and output markers explicitly stated (however, we drop the
marker indexes whenever they are clear from the context).

5.3 UnCAL queries are bisimulation generic

Proposition 4 If e is bisimulation-generic, then the struc-
tural recursion functionrec(e), is also bisimulation generic.

Proof. We have to show that, for any two data graphsd, d′,
if d ≡ d′, then rec(e)(d) ≡ rec(e)(d′). We use the bulk

semantics for structural recursion, hence bothg
def
= rec(e)(d)

andg′ def
= rec(e)(d′) are given by the definition in Sect. 5.1.1.

Recall our notationd.V, d.E, d.I, andd.O for the vertices,
edges, inputs, and outputs of some data graphd.

More precisely, given an extended bisimulationR from d
to d′ (Def. 3), we will construct an extended bisimulationQ
from g to g′. A first observation is that, for any two vertices
v ∈ d.V, v′ ∈ d′.V such that (v, v′) ∈ R, the graphs “at”v
andv′ are value equivalent too:dv ≡ d′

v′ (recall thatdv is the
graphd with v considered the unique input node), becauseR
is also an extended bisimulation fromdv to dv′ . Then, it fol-
lows that for every labela, we havee(a, dv) ≡ e(a, d′

v′ ) (be-
causee is bisimulation generic), and we denote withQv,a,v′

the extended bisimulation frome(a, dv) to e(a, d′
v′ ). We will

construct the bisimulation fromg to g′ by essentially taking
the disjoint union ofR and all these extended bisimulations
Qv,a,v′ :

Q
def
= {(S1(u,&z), S1(u′,&z)) | (u, u′) ∈ R,&z ∈ Z} (6)

∪ {(S2(u, a, v, w), S2(u′, a, v′, w′))
| (u, u′) ∈ R, (v, v′) ∈ R,

(u, a, v) ∈ d.E, (u′, a, v′) ∈ d′.E,
(w,w′) ∈ Qv,a,v′} . (7)

We now prove that all four conditions in Def. 3 are sat-
isfied, henceQ is an extended bisimulation. We show con-
ditions 2, and 4 first, because they are easy to check. For 2,
if (p, p′) ∈ Q and (&x · &z, p) ∈ g.I, for &x ∈ X ,&z ∈ Z,
then, according to the definition in Sect. 5.1.1 we have
p = S1(u,&z) and (&x, u) ∈ d.I; hencep′ is also of
the form p′ = S1(u′,&z), and (u, u′) ∈ R. Using condi-
tion 2 of the extended bisimulation forR, we conclude that
(&x, u′) ∈ d′.I, hence (&x · &z, p′) ∈ g′.I. For condition 4,
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let &x ∈ X ,&z ∈ Z. Denotingu = d.I(&x), u′ = d.I ′(&x)
we have (u, u′) ∈ R, hence (S1(u,&z), S1(u′,&z)) ∈ Q. It
suffices now to observe thatg.I(&x · &z) = S1(u,&z) and
g′.I(&x · &z) = S1(u′,&z).

We prove next that 1 holds: the proof for condition 3 is
almost identical and is omitted.

For the first condition, we have to show that for any
two nodesp ∈ g.V and p′ ∈ g′.V such that (p, p′) ∈ Q,
and for any path (p, ε∗.l, q) ∈ g.E, l 6= ε, there exists a
path (p′, ε∗.l, q′) ∈ g′.E such that (q, q′) ∈ Q. For p, p′
there are two cases, when both areS1 nodes, and when both
areS2 nodes. We illustrate the second case only, the other
being proved similarly, hence we havep = S2(u, a, v, w),
p′ = S2(u′, a, v′, w′), and the conditions in Eq. 7 hold. Forq
we also have two cases, and we only illustrate the case when
q is anS2 node,q = S2(x, b, y, z), with b 6= ε. Following the
pathε∗.l from p to q in g, we highlight all theS1 nodes:

p = S2(u, a, v, w)
ε∗
→ S1(v1,&z1)

ε∗
→ S1(v2,&z2)

ε∗
→ . . .

. . .
ε∗
→ S1(vn,&zn)

ε∗.l→ S2(x, b, y, z) = q .

Heren ≥ 0. From the definitions in Sect. 5.1.1 we notice
thatv = v1, vn = x, and for eachi = 1, . . . , n there exists an

edge (vi, ai, vi+1) ∈ d.E (with vn+1
def
= y andan

def
= b). Thus,

the path fromp to q in g is split into n + 1 segments. Our
proof relies on finding a similar path ing′, consisting of a
number of segments, all labeledε∗ except the last one which
is labeledε∗.l, and whose intermediate nodes are bisimilar to
those ing. We construct the path ing′ inductively, from left
to right. The segments ing andg′ will not correspond one-
to-one, but for a group of segments ing we will construct
a group of segments ing′. We consider the first segment
separately, then do the induction step.

– Consider the first segment ing: it corresponds to aε∗
path ine(a, dv) fromw to some output node labeled &z1.
Sincee(a, dv) ≡ e(a, d′

v′ ) and (w,w′) ∈ Qv,a,v′ , there
exists aε∗ path ine(a, d′

v′ ) from w′ to some output node
also labeled &z1 (condition 3 in Def. 3): from there we
have ing′ anε-edge toS1(v′,&z1) (anS2-to-S1 edge in

the definition in Sect. 5.1.1). Writingv′
1

def
= v′, we have

the first segment ing′:

p′ = S2(u′, a, v′, w′) ε∗
→ S1(v′

1,&z1) .

Obviously (S1(v1,&z1), S1(v′
1,&z1)) ∈ Q (because of

(p, p′) ∈ Q and of Eq. 7).
– We prove now the induction step oni. Assume we have

found v′
i such that (S1(vi,&zi), S1(v′

i,&zi)) ∈ Q. Let
j ∈ {i, i + 1, . . . , n} be the smallest number for which
aj 6= ε (recall thatan = b 6= ε): that is, we haveai =
ai+1 = . . . = aj−1 = ε, andaj 6= ε. We consider the entire
group of segments:

S1(vi,&zi)
ε→ S1(vi+1,&zi+1)

ε→ . . .
ε→ S1(vj ,&zj)

Each segment consists of a singleε-edge, which is anS1-
to-S1 edge (see the definition in Sect. 5.1.1), hence each
edge preserves the marker and we have &zi = &zi+1 =
. . . = &zj .

Whenj < n we include the next segmentS1(vj ,&zj)
ε∗
→

S1(vj+1,&zj+1) in our group of segments: it traverses the
graphe(aj , vj+1). We have aε∗.aj path ind, (vi, ε

∗.aj ,
vj+1) which (using the extended bisimulation condi-
tion for R) gives us a path (v′

i, ε
∗.aj , v

′
j+1) in d′ with

(vj+1, v
′
j+1) ∈ R. This gives us the next node on our

path in g′, namely S1(v′
j+1,&zj+1), but we have to

prove that there exists anε∗ path fromS1(v′
i,&zi) to

S1(v′
j+1,&zj+1). We split the path (v′

i, ε
∗.aj , v

′
j+1) into

a path (v′
i, ε

∗, s′) and the last edge (s′, aj , v
′
j+1). Since

eachε-edge ind′ determines anS1-to-S1 edge ing′, we
have the following path ing′:

S1(v′
i,&zi)

ε→ S1(−,&zi)
ε→ . . .

. . .
ε→ S1(−,&zi)

ε→ S1(s′,&zi)
and from the last node we have aε-edge into the input
&zi of e(aj , v

′
j+1). Now we use the fact thate(aj , vj+1)

and e(aj , v
′
j+1) are bisimilar. The last segment ing,

S1(vj ,&zj)
ε∗
→ S1(vj+1,&zj+1), corresponds to aε∗ path

in e(aj , vj+1) from the input node &zi to some output
node labeled &zj+1. Using conditions 4 then 3 in Def. 3,
we find a similarε∗ path in e(aj , v

′
j+1) from the input

&zi to the output &zj+1, and from there we have another
ε-edge toS1(v′

j+1,&zj+1). Put together, this gives us a
segment:

S1(v′
i,&zi)

ε∗
→ S1(v′

j+1,&zj+1)

and (S1(vj+1,&zj+1), S(v′
j+1,&zj+1)) ∈ Q.

We now consider the casej = n, and here we include the

last segmentS1(vn,&zn)
ε∗.l→ S2(x, b, y, z) = q into our

group of segments. Recall (see definition 2) thatx = vn

and b = an, and in this case we have &zi = . . . = &zn.
Since (vi, ε

∗.b, y) ∈ d.E, the bisimulation gives us a path
(v′

i, ε
∗.b, y′) in d′, such that (y, y′) ∈ R. As in the pre-

vious argument, we split it into (v′
i, ε

∗, s′) and (s′, b, y′),
and find anε∗ path fromS1(v′

i,&zi) to S1(s′,&zi), and
from here anε-edge into the &zi input of e(b, d′

y′ ). Then
we use the fact thate(b, dy) is bisimilar toe(b, d′

y′ ): the
segmentε∗.l in g corresponds to a path ine(b, dy) from
its input &zi(= &zn) to the nodez, and using conditions
4 and 1 in Def. 3 we find a pathε∗.l in e(b, d′

y′ ) from
its input &zi to some nodez′. This gives us the last
segment ing′:

S1(v′
i,&zi)

ε∗.l→ S2(x′, b, y′, z′) = q′

This completes the proof. �

6 Expressive power of UnCAL

We establish here three results describing UnCAL’s expres-
sive power (and, hence, UnQL’s expressive power as well).
First, we compare UnCAL’s expressive power with a certain
extension of first-order logic (FO). When doing so we assim-
ilate a datagraphd = (V,E, I,O) with a first-order structure
consisting of four relations,V,E, I,O, of arities 1,3,2,2,
respectively. We call this thestandard first-order structure
of the data graphd.
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FO+TC. Immerman [Imm87] describes the language FO+
TC: first-order logic extended with transitive closure. It ex-
tends first-order logic with expressions of the formTC(λx̄, x̄′.
ϕ(x̄, x̄′)), whereϕ(x̄, x̄′) is any formula in FO+TC denoting
a binary relation onk tuples (we assume both ¯x andx̄′ arek-
tuples). ThenTC(λx̄, x̄′.ϕ(x̄, x̄′)) denotes the transitive clo-
sure ofϕ. Immerman showed that FO+TC can express over
ordered structures precisely the queries in NLOGSPACE, the
class of Boolean functions computable by a nondeterminis-
tic Turing machine withO(logn) space. We establish first
that UnCAL can be expressed in FO+TC.

Theorem 2 All UnCAL queries can be expressed in FO+TC.

Proof. More precisely we prove that every UnCAL query
f can be expressed by a formula FO+TC over the standard
first-order structure of its input graph. Assumef expects
an input data graph inDBX

Y , i.e., with input markersX =
{&x1, . . . ,&xm}, and output markersY = {&y1, . . . ,&yn}.
We have to define four FO+TC formulasϕV (v), ϕE(u, l, v),
ϕI (x, v), ϕO(v, y) constructing the relationsV ′, E′, I ′, O′ of
the output graph. The formulas are easy to construct in
FO+TC extended with Skolem functions. Indeed, for struc-
tural recursionrec(e) the formulas are given in Sect. 5.1.
For the other constructors (depicted in Fig. 7) the corre-
sponding formulas are straightforwardly expressible in FO,
without TC. The only complication arises with the condi-
tional if − then − else when the Boolean condition is
isempty(T ). Here we have to compute a transitive closure
to determine whether any edge labeled with something dif-
ferent fromε is reachable fromT ’s root.

Once we have the three formulasϕE , ϕI , ϕO we have to
eliminate the Skolem functions. This is done with a standard
technique, described for example in [AHV95]. The idea is
to replace a Skolem term, sayS2(u, a, v, w) with a 4-tuple
(u, a, v, w). For example the triple:

(S1(u,&z), ε, S2(u, a, v, w))

becomes now a seven-tuple:

(u,&z, ε, u, a, v, w) .

There are two problems however: we create non-homoge-
neous relations with tuples of unequal arity, and we need
to differentiate between tuples from different Skolem terms
with the same arity but different function names (for exam-
ple, a 4-tuple (x, y, z, u) could come either fromS2(x, y, z, u),
or from S1(S1(S1(x, y), z), u)). Both problems are solved
by padding all the tuples in a collection to a common length,
with two distinct constantsα 6= β: a tuple (x1, . . . , xk) will
be padded to (x1, . . . , xk, α, . . . , α, β, . . . , β). The position
whereα changes toβ encodes the names of the Skolem func-
tions used in the tuple. Details can be found in [AHV95].
Note that the Skolem terms used in the TC operators do not
create additional problems: by contrast Skolem terms in the
head of datalog rules construct new nodes, and can lead to
nonterminating computations. �

Using Immerman’s result [Imm87] we obtain immedi-
ately:

Corollary 1 All UnCAL queries are computable in
NLOGSPACE (and, hence, in PTIME).

UnQL on relational data.As explained in Sect. 2, relational
data can be encoded as trees, such as:

{student:{id:"123", name:"L. Simpson",
age:"19"},

student:{id:"345", name:"T. Quail",
age"22"},

student:{id:"789", name:"E. Vader",
age:"32"},

course:{cid:"294", title:
"An Introduction to Java"},

course:{cid:"552", title:
"Advances in Databases"},

enrolls:{id:"345", cid:"294"},
enrolls:{id:"789", cid:"294"} }

This is a tree of depth two, encoding an instancedb
of the relational schemastudent(id, name, age),
course(cid, title), enrolls(id, cid) . In
general, for every relational schemaS, each instancedb of
S can be encoded as a tree datagrapht: we call d the tree
encoding ofdb. Note that int both the relation names and the
attribute names inS occur as labels. Recall that in UnCAL
we move values from leaves to edges (see Fig. 4), hence tree
encodings of relational databases have depth three, rather
than two.

Hence UnQL can be used to query relational data. It is
easy to see that it can express all relational algebra queries.
For example the following query expresses a join:

select {class T}
where {student:{id:ID, name:"T. Quail"}}

in db,
{enrolls:{id:ID’, cid:CID’}} in db,
{course: {cid:CID, title:T}} in db,
ID=ID’, CID=CID’

The query computes all courses taken byT. Quail . Union
is already a primitive in UnQL, while for difference one uses
the isEmpty predicate, as in the following query returning
all student names taking course294 without taking course
552 (notice that we use the variableID in several places,
to express joins more concisely):

select {result:N}
where {student:{id:ID, name N},

enrolls:{id:ID, cid:"294"}} in db,
isEmpty(select {some}

where{enrolls:{id:ID,
cid:"552"}}

in db)

A question arises: do we get more expressive power than
the relational algebra? An immediate answer is yes, since we
can express queries returning non-flat results, like grouping
students by age:

select {result:{age:A, students:
(select{ name:N}

where {student:{name:N,
age:A}}

in db)}}
where {student:{age:A}} in db
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Another source of additional power comes from UnQL’s
ability to express polymorphic queries, with respect to the
relational database schema. For example the following query
returns all attributes of the student"Smith" , except itsid :

select {L:V}
where {student:{name:"Smith", L:V}}

in db, L != "id"

This is polymorphic since it works regardless of the input
relational schema. For example, if we evaluate this query on
the tree representation of a tablestudent(id, name,
age, office, phone, email) , then we retrieve the
attributesname, age, office, phone, email .

More interestingly, we can write UnQL queries that ig-
nore the schema. For example, the following query returns
all strings in the database containing the substring"Java" :

select {result:S}
where {_*:S} in db, match("Java", S)

Apart from its ability to bypass the schema, the question
still remains whether UnQL can express more queries than
the relational algebra, in a setting in which both the input and
the output relational schemas are fixed. The answer is no,
and we state this in the more general framework of UnCAL
queries. More precisely, letS be an input relational schema,
andS′ be an output relational schema with a single relation.
Recall [AHV95] that in relational databases a queryQ is
always defined in connection with an input schemaS and
an output schemaS′: Q mapsS-instances toS′-instances.
Consider now an UnCAL queryf , and suppose it enjoys the
following semantic property:

– For every tree encodingt of anS-instance,f (t) is a tree
encoding of someS′-instance.

Then, we can show that there exists an FO query,Q,
from S-instances toS′-instances, which is “equivalent”
to f in the following sense: for everyS-instancedb, f
maps the tree encoding ofdb into the tree encoding of
Q(db). For a trivial illustration, consider the UnQL query
f above, retrieving all strings in the database containing
the substring"Java" , and assume the relational schema
S to bestudent(id, name, age), course(cid,
title), enrolls(id, cid) , and the relational out-
put schemaS′ to consists of a single relation, with a single
attribute. Thenf can be expressed as the following union of
seven formulas (one for each attribute, in each relation):

Q = {x | student(x, y, z),match(”Java” , x)} ∪
{y | student(x, y, z),match(”Java” , y)} ∪
. . .

{y | enrolls(x, y),match(”Java” , y)}
It is important to note that, in general,Q depends not just
on f , but also on both the input schemaS and the output
schemaS′. In the remainder of this section we will state and
prove this result formally.

We start with a graph theoretic discussion. Given a graph
G, we denote a pathp asx0.x1.x2 . . . xk, wherex0, . . . , xk

arep’s nodes. The length ofp is k (i.e., the length is the num-
ber of edges). The path issimple, if all nodesx0, x1, . . . , xk

root

x x

y zy

u

z

y y u

z

u

z

z
Fig. 13. Illustration for the proof of
Lemma 1

are distinct. Form ≥ 1, we say thatp has at mostm repeti-
tions, if each nodexi occurs at mostm times in the path, for
i = 0, . . . , k. In particular a path is simple if and only if it
has at most 1 repetition. We call a graphG k-short if all its
simple paths have length≤ k. For example a tree of depth
k is k-short, hence the tree encodings of relational instances
are 3-short. As another example, the graph consisting of a
single cycle withk nodes andk edges is (k − 1)-short. Ob-
serve that in ak-short graph one can compute its transitive
closure by inspecting all paths of length≤ k. We establish
the following graph theoretic lemma:

Lemma 1 LetG bek-short, and let9 ψ(m, k)
def
= mk+2−1

m−1 −2.
Then, for anym ≥ 1, every path with at mostm repetitions
in G has length≤ ψ(m, k).

Proof. Let p = x0.x1 . . . xn be a path with at mostm repe-
titions. We will refer in the sequel toxi as an “occurrence”
in p: that is, for i /= j, xi, xj may denote the same node,
but we will treat them as different occurrences. We will ar-
range then + 1 occurrencesx0, x1, . . . , xn in a treeT , with
n + 2 nodes, such that each node, except for the root, is la-
beled with exactly one occurrencexi (the root is unlabeled).
We describe the tree top-down. Once a node is constructed,
its subtrees are obtained by processing a subsequence ofp.
Initially we construct the root, and derive its children from
the entire sequencep, as follows. Consider the first node in
p, x0. There are (at most)m occurrences inp denoting the
same node asx0: x0 = xi1, xi2, xi3, . . . , xim′ , for m′ ≤ m.
They splitp into m′ subsequences, best visualized as:

x0(x1 . . . xi1−1), xi1(xi1+1 . . . xi2−1),

xi2(xi2+1 . . . xi3−1), . . . xim′ (xim′ +1 . . . xn)

We then createm′ children for the root node, as follows. For
j = 1, . . . ,m′, child j will be labeled with occurrencexij

,
and its subtrees will be constructed from the the subsequence
to the right ofxij

, i.e.,xij+1.xij+2 . . . xij+1−1, in a recursive
manner.

This completes the description ofT . For a simple illus-
tration of this construction, consider the sequence
x.y.z.y.u.z.x.z.y.u.y.z.u.z. The corresponding tree is

root(x(y(z), y(u(z))), x(z(y(u), y), z(u), z))

and is also illustrated in Fig. 13. Let us inspect some proper-
ties ofT . Obviously, each node inT has at mostm children.
Further, all children with the same parent are labeled with
the same node inG (corresponding to different occurrences
in p). In our example, the root’s children are labeledx, x; the

9 As usual, form = 1, ψ is defined to beψ(1, k)
def
= (k + 2) − 2 = k.
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first x’s children are labeledy, y; the secondx’s children are
labeledz, z, z. Next, each edge inT corresponds to an edge
in G: to illustrate, in our example we have a node labeledx
having children labeledz and, indeed, there exists an edge
from x to z in the graph (becausex.z occur adjacent in the
path). Finally, if a node inT is labeled with occurrencexi,
then the nodexi does not occur in any descendant of that
node. In our example, a node labeledx does not have any
descendant also labeledx. This all implies that each path in
T from the root to some leaf corresponds to a simple path
in G. Hence, the depth ofT is at mostk + 1 (we had to add
1 for the root), andT has at most

1 +m +m2 + . . . +mk+1 =
mk+2 − 1
m− 1

nodes. Recall that this isn + 2. Hence, the length ofp is
n = mk+2−1

m−1 − 2. �

Now we can prove a remarkable property enjoyed by all
UnCAL queries.

Proposition 5 For any UnCAL queryf there exists a func-
tion ϕ(k) such that if the input data graphd is k-short, then
the output data graphf (d) is ϕ(k)-short.

Proof. (Sketch) Most tree constructors only add a constant
to the lengths of simple paths: for exampled∪d′ and{l : d}
increase it by 1. ForcycleZ (d), if d is k-short andZ hasm
markers, thencycleZ (d) is m × (k + 1) short. To see that,
observe that there are exactlym input nodesx1, . . . , xm in
d. Given a simple pathp in cycleZ (d), eachxi occurs at
most once inp, hence them input nodes splitp into (at
most)m + 1 simple paths fragments of length≤ k + 1 each
(the +1 represents theε edge connecting an output node to
an input node incycleZ (d), which is at the end of each path
fragment), except for the last fragment whose length is≤ k.
It follows that p has length at mostk +m(k + 1).

The most interesting case isrecZ (e)(d). Assume thate
increases the length by a functionϕ. Consider a simple path
p in recZ (e)(d) (Fig. 10 might help visualize such a path).
Let

S1(u0,&x0), S1(u1,&x1), . . . , S1(un,&xn)

be all nodes of typeS1 occurring inp. These nodes are
distinct, hencep′ = u0.u1. . . . un is a path ind with at most
m repetitions (because there are at mostm distinct markers
among &x1, . . . ,&xn). It follows that the length ofp′ is
n ≤ ψ(m, k). The pathp can be longer: between any two
S1 nodes we can have a path of length≤ ϕ(k) + 2 (the +2
accounts for the two gluingε edges), while before the first
S1 node, and after the lastS1 node there can be another
path, each of length≤ ϕ(k) + 1. It follows thatp’s length is
at most 2(ϕ(k) + 1) +ψ(m, k)(ϕ(k) + 2). �

Theorem 3 Let f be an UnCAL expression. Then, for any
k ≥ 1, there exists an FO formulaϕk which computesf on
all k-short graphs.

Proof. We first apply Theorem 2 and obtain a FO+TC for-
mula for f . Since all occurrences of TC are applied to a
k′-short graph, for somek′, we can unfold the TC operator
k′ times and express it in FO. �

From this it is straightforward to derive:

Corollary 2 (Conservativity) Let S be an input relational
database schema, andS′ an output relational schema. If an
UnCAL queryf maps tree encodings ofS-instances into tree
encodings ofS′-instances, thenf can be expressed in the
relational calculus.

Proof. We will construct a queryQ in the relational cal-
culus “simulating”f . Q operates in three steps. In Step 1,
given anS-instanced, it constructs a first-order structure
representing the treet encodingd: obviously, this graph is
3-short. This query is expressed in the relational calculus
extended with Skolem functions. Note that this step uses the
schemaS. In Step 2Q applies the FO formulaϕ3 from
Theorem 3, to obtain the first-order structure forf (t). In
Step 3, it constructs fromf (t) the relational output, know-
ing thatf (t) is a tree encoding of someS′ instance; notice
that this step uses the schemaS′. The three formulas are
then composed, and finally we eliminate Skolem functions,
as outlined in the proof of Theorem 2. Only steps 1 and 3 are
new. We illustrate them by example only, the general case
should be obvious. For step 1, assume the relational schema
to be course(cid, title), enrolls(id, cid) .
Then the following two queries construct the relationsE and
I of the treet (O = ∅, and we omitV which simply consists
of all nodes mentioned inE, and is straightforward):

E = {(Root(), “course” , F1(x, y)) | course(x, y)} ∪
{(F1(x, y), “cid” , F2(x, y)) | course(x, y)} ∪
{(F2(x, y), x, F3(x, y)) | course(x, y)} ∪
{(F1(x, y), “title” , F4(x, y)) | course(x, y)} ∪
{(F4(x, y), y, F5(x, y)) | course(x, y)} ∪
{(Root(), “enrolls” , G1(x, y)) | enrolls(x, y)} ∪
{(G1(x, y), “id” , G2(x, y)) | enrolls(x, y)} ∪
{(G2(x, y), x,G3(x, y)) | enrolls(x, y)} ∪
{(G1(x, y), “cid” , G4(x, y)) | enrolls(x, y)} ∪
{(G4(x, y), y,G5(x, y)) | enrolls(x, y)}

I = {(& , Root())} .
Both queries are in the relational calculus extended with
the Skolem functionsRoot, F1, F2, . . . , G5. Note that the
values are placed on the last edges, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Step 3 is the reversed direction, and is easier. Assume the
output schemaS′ to be result(A, B) ; hence, Step 2
returns a first order structure (V ′, E′, I ′, O′) representing a
tree encoding anS′ instance. Then we can construct the
binary relationresult(A,B) by:

{(x, y) | I ′(& , r), E′(r, “ result′′, u), E′(u, “A′′, v),

E′(v, x, ), E′(u, “B′′, w), E′(w, y, )} .

This completes the proof. �

Based on our earlier discussion, the converse also holds:
all relational calculus queries can be expressed in UnCAL.
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7 Optimizations

We have shown in Sect. 5.1.4 some simple equations which
can be used by an optimizer based on rewriting rules. Here
we show a more powerful equation, which can be used to
optimize mediator systems. Technically this involves rewrit-
ing the composition of two structural recursion functions,
i.e., rec(e2) ◦ rec(e1). Recall that both recursion bodiese1
ande2 are functions expecting a label and a tree argument:
e1(l, t), e2(l, t).

Theorem 4 (1) Assume thate2(l, t) does not depend on the
argumentt. Then:

rec(e2) ◦ rec(e1) = rec(rec(e2) ◦ e1)

(2) For anye1, e2 we have:

rec(e2) ◦ rec(e1) = rec(λ(l, t). rec(e2)(e1(l, t)@rec(e1)(t))).

Both equations offer powerful optimizations. The left-
hand side describes two structural recursions computed in
sequence: evaluatingrec(e2) ◦ rec(e1)(t) directly requires us
to compute the intermediate grapht′ = rec(e1)(t). As we
argue below, this intermediate graph is often as large as
the input graph, and expensive to compute. Moreover, the
second structural recursion,rec(e2)(t′) often returns only a
small result, making the cost for computingt′ even more of
a waste. By contrast, the right-hand side of both equations
consists of a single structural recursion, albeit with a more
complex body: a direct evaluation of this function makes it
unnecessary to compute the intermediate result.

The intuition in (1) is rather simple. The first recursion,
rec(e1), replaces every edgel with a new graph10 e1(l). Thus,
the intermediate graph consists of many “fragments”e1(l).
Next rec(e2) traverses the resulting graph and replaces each
edgel′ with the graphe2(l′). The two steps can be achieved
in a single step, by replacing each edgel with a new graph
e3(l): the latter ise1(l) in which every edgel′ is replaced
with e2(l′), i.e.,e3(l) = rec(e2)(e1(l)). While this is intuitive,
the details are tricky:rec(e2)(e1(l)) technically is a recur-
sion on an unfinished graph, sincee1(l) is only a fragment.
What makes things work is the correct interaction between
recursion and markers – since the markers ine1(l) tell how
this fragment is connected to the others.

The explanation of (2) is the following. In (1) we needed
e2(l, t) not to depend ont, since we apply it on a fragment
e1(l). If e2(l, t) does depend ont, then we need to replace
the fragmente1(l) with the entire graph – at least following
edges forward. This is done by substitutinge1(l)@rec(e1)(t)
for e1(l). After that, the intuition in (2) is the same as in (1).

Before proving the theorem, we illustrate with two ex-
amples.

Example 1Assuming our databased in Fig. 2 we construct a
view in which everyname attribute undergovernment is
relabeledofficial . The view is computed byd′ = f1 (d)
where:

sfun f1({government:T})={government:g1(T)}
| f1({L:T}) ={L:f1(T)}

10 Assume, for illustration purposes, thate1(l, t) does not depend ont.

sfun g1({name:T})={official:g1(T)}
| g1({L:T}) ={L:g1(T)} .

Next, the following query on the view asks for allnames in
the view:

sfun f2({name:T})={name:g2(T)}
| f2({L:T}) =f2(T)

sfun g2({L:T})={L:g2(T)}

(We could have definedf2 simpler by replacing the first
clause withsfun f2 ({name : T}) = {name : T}, but then
its body would useT directly, violating the condition one2
in Theorem 4. Hence we modifiedf2 to copy T with the
aid of the functiong2 .) The answer to our query is obtained
as f2(d’) . Obviously that answer can be also obtained
directly from the database, by returning allnames, except
those under agovernment label. Theorem 4 allows us to
derive the optimized query automatically. First we express
both asrec (e1), rec (e2) (See also Fig. 14):

e1(L)=case L of
government:(&z11:={government:&z12},

&z12:={government:&z12})
name:(&z11:={name:&z11},

&z12:={official:&z12})
_:(&z11:={L:&z11},

&z12:={L:&z12})

e2(L)=case L of
name:(&z21:={name:&z22},

&z22:={name:&z22})
_:(&z21:=&z22,

&z22:={L:&z22}) .

The viewd′ is defined as the first component ofrec(e1)(d),
while the query answer is the first component ofrec(e2)(d′),
which is the first component ofrec(e2)(rec(e1)(d)). The op-
timization in Theorem 4 allows us to compute this as the
first component ofrec(rec(e2) ◦ e1)(d). Let us look at the

body of this recursion,e3
def
= rec(e2)◦ e1 (See also Fig. 14):

e3(L)=case L of
government:(&z11.&z21:=&z12.&z21,

&z12.&z21:=&z12.&z21,
&z11.&z22:={government:&z12.&z22},
&z12.&z22:={government:&z12.&z22})

name:(&z11.&z21:={name:&z11.&z22},
&z12.&z21:=&z12.&z21,
&z11.&z22:={name:&z11.&z22},
&z12.&z22:={official:&z12.&z22})

L: &z11.&z21:=&z11.&z21,
&z12.&z21:=&z12.&z21,
&z11.&z22:={L:&z11.&z22},
&z12.&z22:={L:&z12.&z22}) .

Note thate3 returns a tree with four markers. Hence,
we can expressrec(e) as four mutually recursive functions,
namedf3, g3, h3, k3 :

sfun f3({government:T})=g3(T)
| f3({name:T}) ={name:h3(T)}
| f3({L:T}) =f3(T)

sfun g3({L:T})=g3(T)
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Fig. 14. Illustration for optimizing
structural recursion

sfun h3({government:T})={government:k3(T)}
| h3({L:T}) ={L:T}

sfun k3({name:T})={official:k3(T)}
| k3({L:T}) ={L:T} .

Finally we observe thatg3(t) = {}, for any treet : this is
because it only calls itself recursively without ever construct-
ing any result. Hence we can farther simplify the functions
to:

sfun f3({government:T})={}
| f3({name:T}) ={name: h3(T)}
| f3({L:T}) =f3(T)

sfun h3({government:T})={government:k3(T)}
| h3({L:T}) ={L:T}

sfun k3({name:T})={official:k3(T)}
| k3({L:T}) ={L:T} .

It is interesting to comparef3(d) to our informal de-
scription earlier on how to compute the query directly
from the database: retrieve allnames except those under
government . Namely f3(d) does the same, except that
it replaces the valuev undername with the view f1(v) .
The reader may check that this is, indeed, the correct answer
for our query.

Example 2We consider now the example in Sect. 2: the
functionsf5, g5 define a view in where all areas are con-
verted tomi2, while the queryQ returns the land area of
France. Here the task is to simplify a structural recursion
function f5 followed by aselect-where query:

query Q :=
select {area: A}
where {country: {name: "France",

area.land: A}}
in f5(db)

First we writeQ as a structural recursive function, using the
rewriting in Sect. 2. We only apply one step of the rewriting:

sfun h5({country:C})=bh5(C)

fun bh5(C)= /* body of h5 */
select {result:A}

where {name:"France",
area.land: A} in C .

That is, the queryQis obtained as the result ofh5(f5(d)) .
We now rewritef5, g5 asrec(e1), andh5 asrec(e2),

where:

e1(L, T)=case L of
area:(&z1:={area:&z2},

&z2 :={area:&z2})
isInt(L):(&z1:={L:&z1},

&z2:={(0.3861*L):&z2})
_ :(&z1:={L:&z1},

&z2:={L:&z2})
e2(L, C)=case L of

country:bh5(C)
_: {} .

Our goal is to computerec(e2)◦rec(e1): by Theorem 4, this
is equivalent to

rec(λ(l, t).(rec(e2)(e1(l, t)@rec(e1)(t))))

= rec(λ(l, t). rec(e2) ◦ e1′)

wheree1′(l, t) def
= e1(l, t)@rec(e1)(t). Let us first examine

e1′. It is obtained by unfolding the recursion inrec(e1) once,
i.e., replacing the markers &z1,&z2 with the recursive func-
tion callsf5(T ), g5(T ):

e1’(L, T)=
case L of

area: (&z1:={area:g5(T)},
&z2:={area:g5(T)})

isInt(L):(&z1:={L:f5(T)},
&z2:={(0.3861*L):g5(T)})

_: (&z1:={L:f5(T)},
&z2:={L:g5(T)}) .

Next we computee3(l, t)
def
= rec(e2) ◦ e1′(l, t)

e3(L, T)=
case L of

country:(&z1:=bh5(f5(T)),
&z2:=bh5(g5(T)))

_: (&z1:={},
&z2:={})

rec(e3)(db) translates into two structural recursion functions
k, k’ , of which we only need the first one (the second one
is unnecessary since they are not recursive). Thus we have
rewritten the queryQ into Q1:
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query Q1:=
let sfun k({country:C}):=

select {area: A} where
{name:"France", area.land: A}
in f5(C)

in k(db) .

We now repeat the same process again on the innerselect-
where query. After several such steps we obtain the sim-
plified queryQ’ in Sect. 3.

The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of the
theorem.

Let us start by looking more carefully at the types in
Theorem 4 (1):

e1 : Label ×DBY → DBZ1
Z1

e2 : Label ×DBY·Z1 → DBZ2
Z2

rec(e1) : DBX
Y → DBX·Z1

Y·Z1

rec(e2) : DBX·Z1
Y·Z1

→ DBX·Z1·Z2
Y·Z1·Z2

rec(e2) ◦ rec(e1) : DBX
Y → DBX·Z1·Z2

Y·Z1·Z2

rec(e2) : DBZ1
Z1

→ DBZ1·Z2
Z1·Z2

rec(e2) ◦ e1 : Label ×DBY → DBZ1·Z2
Z1·Z2

rec(rec(e2) ◦ e1) : DBX
Y → DBX·Z1·Z2

Y·Z1·Z2
.

Recall that· is associative, i.e., (&x · &y) · &z = &x ·
(&y ·&z). This shows that both expressionsrec(e2)◦rec(e1)
and rec(rec(e2) ◦ e1) have the same type. As we stated re-
peatedly, expressions in UnCAL are not polymorphic, but
have to state their expected makers explicitly: the two oc-
currences ofrec(e2) in the equation have different types.
Written formally, the equation is:

recX·Z1,Y·Z1,Z2(e2) ◦ recX ,Y,Z1(e1)

= recX ,Y,Z1·Z2(recZ1,Z1,Z2(e2) ◦ e1)

Now we prove Theorem 4.

Proof. It is possible to prove both statements directly, by ex-
amining the graphs on both sides of the equation and proving
them to be value equivalent. Such a proof would be com-
plete, but it becomes quite technical and nonintuitive. In-
stead, we prefer an alternative proof method: we show that
both equations hold on finite trees, by induction on the tree
structure, then use Fact 1 to argue that they also hold for
graphs. We caution the reader that this proof is somewhat
restrictive, since in the Appendix we only substantiate Fact 1
for a subclass of UnCAL queries (for positive ones): still,
we prefer it over the complete, but highly technical direct
proof.

To be precise, we need to prove that the equalities hold
on any finite forestt. It actually suffices to check that for
finite treest′ only: this is because the value ofrec(e)(t) on a
forestt is fully determined by its value on each component
tree (recallrec(e)(t ⊕ t′) = rec(e)(t) ⊕ rec(e)(t′), Prop. 3).
Thus, we will prove the following equations, by induction
on the finite treet′:

rec(e2)(rec(e1)(t′)) = rec(rec(e2) ◦ e1)(t′) (8)

rec(e2)(rec(e1)(t′)) = rec(λ(l, t).

rec(e2)(e1(l, t)@rec(e1)(t)))(t′) . (9)

We start with Eq. 8.

– When t′ = {} then both sides are{}.
– When t′ = {l : t}, we have:

rec(e2)(rec(e1))({l : t})

= rec(e2)(e1(l, t)@rec(e1)(t))

= rec(e2)(e1(l, t))@rec(e2)(rec(e1)(t))

= (rec(e2) ◦ e1)(l, t)@rec(rec(e2) ◦ e1)(t)

= rec(rec(e2) ◦ e1)({l : t}) .

We used here Eq. 4 in Prop. 3, and the fact that Eq.8
holds ont, by induction hypothesis.

– When t′ = t1 ∪ t2, we have:

rec(e2)(rec(e1))(t1 ∪ t2)

= rec(e2)(rec(e1)(t1) ∪ rec(e1)(t2))

= rec(e2)(rec(e1)(t1)) ∪ rec(e2)(rec(e1)(t2))

= rec(rec(e2) ◦ e1)(t1) ∪ rec(rec(e2) ◦ e1)(t2)

= rec(rec(e2) ◦ e1)(t1 ∪ t2) .

Here we used the induction hypothesis fort1 and t2.
– When t′ = &y (an output marker), then let the two

sets of markers beZ1 = {&z11, . . . ,&z1p}, and Z2 =
{&z21, . . . ,&z2q}. Then the following results directly
from the marker types:

rec(e2)(rec(e1)(&y))

= rec(e2)(&z11 := &y · &z11, . . . ,&z1p · &z1p)

= (&z11 · &z21 := &y · &z11 · &z21,

&z11 · &z22 := &y · &z11 · &z22,

. . . ,

&z1p · &z2q := &y · &z1p · &z2q)

= rec(rec(e2) ◦ e1)(&y) .

We prove now Eq. 9. The cases whent′ is {}, t1 ∪ t2
or &y are handled similarly as in the previous proof, and
are omitted. The interesting case is whent′ = {l : t}. Here
the key observation is that the right-hand side does a sin-
gle iteration, without a recursive call ont. That is, denoting
e3 = λ(l, t). rec(e2)(e1(l, t)@rec(e1)(t)), the right-hand side
is rec(e3)({l : t}) = e3(l, t)@rec(e3)(t) = e3(l, t). This is be-
cause in the right-hand side the recursion on the remaining
tree is hidden in the expressione3. Technically, this fol-
lows from the fact that there are noZ1 · Z2 output markers
occurring in e3 (this is because theZ1 output markers in
e1(l, t)@rec(e1)(t) where “consumed” by the append opera-
tion). To see the technical details, we illustrate the types for
the case whenX = {&} and Y = {}, i.e., when the entire
recursion is applied to trees. Then:

e1 : Label ×DB → DBZ1
Z1

e2 : Label ×DB → DBZ2
Z2
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rec(e1) : DB → DBZ1

λ(l, t).e1(l, t)@rec(e1) : Label ×DB → DBZ1 ⊂ DBZ1
Z1

e3 = λ(l, t). rec

(e1(l, t)@rec(e1)) : Label ×DB → DBZ1·Z2

⊂ DBZ1·Z2
Z1·Z2

rec(λ(l, t). rec(e2)

(e1(l, t)@rec(e1)(t))) : DB → DBZ1·Z2 .

The types illustrate thate3 doesn’t have any occurrences of
the output markersZ1 · Z2.

The caset′ = {l : t} follows now immediately:

rec(e2)(rec(e1)({l : t})) = rec(e2)(e1(l, t)@rec(e1)(t))

rec(e3)({l : t}) = e3(l, t)

= rec(e2)(e1(l, t)@rec(e1)(t)) .

This concludes the proof. �

8 Getting practical: how to evaluate UnQL

UnQL can be evaluated in two ways: top-down and bulk.
We describe here these two strategies. Both assume that
the UnQL query has been translated into UnCAL, then es-
sentially use the two semantics for structural recursion in
Sect. 5.1 (recursive and bulk). We will illustrate them both
on the queryQ7 (a variation on queryQ1 from Sect. 2):

query Q7 :=
select {result:E}
where {country:{name: "France",

*.ethnicGroup: E}} in db

which, translated into structural recursion becomes:

query Q7’:=
let sfun f7({country:C})=

let sfun g7({name:"France"})=
let sfun h7({ethnicGroup:E}) =

{result: E} U h7(E)
| h7({ L: E} = h7(E)

in h7(C)
in g7(C)

in f7(db) .

Notice that we go back here to the original data model
in Sect. 2, where data values are stored on leaves rather than
edges.

Top-down evaluation.Given an UnCAL queryQ, this strat-
egy evaluates its operators in the order in which they appear
in the query. All constructors are evaluated directly. Struc-
tural recursion is evaluated using the recursive algorithm in
Fig. 12. For example, our queryQ7’ is evaluated on some
input graphdb as follows. First apply the recursive evalu-
ation algorithm to computef7(db) . This algorithm needs
to traversedb recursively (top-down) and evaluate the recur-
sion body on each edge in the graph. The recursion body is
the functiong6 , which is another structural recursion: hence

this function is evaluated recursively on the graph starting at
the current node, etc. Each recursive function is computed
using the algorithm in Fig. 12.

The advantage of this method is its simplicity. On tree
data, this method proceeds like any interpretor of a func-
tional programming language. On cyclic data, the algorithm
in Fig. 12 adds some more cleverness in that it avoids chas-
ing infinite loops. The disadvantage of this method is that
no further optimizations are possible: all operators are evalu-
ated precisely in the order in which they occur in the UnCAL
query. However, for small or medium data sets, like XML
documents, this strategy results in acceptable performance.

Bulk evaluation.This consists in the construction of a query
plan, which can be further optimized before evaluation. The
plan starts from a ternary input relationE(x, l, y), and con-
structs a ternary output relation denoting the result graph.
The result graph may (and usually does) haveε edges: they
are removed in a final step with a transitive closure op-
eration, see Sect. 4.1. Alternatively,ε edges may also be
removed in intermediate subexpressions. The query plan’s
operators are the selections, generalized projections, and de-
pendent joins. The generalized projections allow us to apply
a Skolem function to some columns in the input relation and
construct new nodes in some column of the output relation.
Dependent joins (see e.g., [FLMS99]) are non-commutative:
they bind variables to values in the left operand, then eval-
uate the right operand for each such value. Figure 15 il-
lustrates a query plan for our example, omitting theε-edge
removal operation. It is obtained by applying the bulk se-
mantics of Sect. 5.1.1 for every recursive function, and by
doing several simplifications.

In general, every query can be expressed first in the re-
lational calculus using the expressions in Sect. 5.1.1, then
translated into a query plan. This, however, results in an
unnecessarily complex plan, that needs to be simplified in
order to be practical. In Fig. 15 we did the simplifications
by hand: a general framework for such simplifications is be-
yond the scope of the paper. We explain now the plan in
Fig. 15.

Recall the terminology we used in the bulk semantics
Sect. 5.1.1: a structural recursion functionf returns a graph
consisting of two types of nodes:S1 nodes andS2 nodes.
In the query plan, there is a union operator (∪) for each such
function: the left operand computes theS1-to-S2 andS2-to-
S1 edges (all areε edges), while the right operand computes
the actual body (theS2-to-S2 edges). The topmost union op-
erator in our example corresponds tof7 : since its body is
nonrecursive, there are no output markers, and, hence, no
edges of typeS2-to-S1 in the left operand. Moreover,f7
will only be applied to the root node, hence we further op-
timized by selectingu = root. The functionf7 constructs
nodes with Skolem functionsR1 andR2: R1(root) will be
the root of f7(db) , while R2(C) will be the connection
node to the right operand. The right operand repeats the se-
lection σu=root,l=”country” (a potential for further optimiza-
tion), but only retains the bindings of theC variable, which
it passes to the right operand of a dependent join. Here, the
top-most union operator corresponds tog7(C) . The rela-
tion E is now scanned with the first column bound toC,
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Fig. 15. A query plan for bulk evaluation

and searched for label name"name" and value"France" :
for each such edge a newε edge is created fromR2(C) to
S1(C) (with S1 a new Skolem function). The right operand
here corresponds toh7(C) : since no variables are bound
by g7 , there is no dependent join here. The plan forh7(C)
traverses the entire graph, sinceh7 is recursive: hence, no
simplifications are further possible to exploit the fact that
it is called on the nodeC. But the plan forh7 contains a
different simplification:S2 nodes have been eliminated. In-
stead, each labelL contributes either to a labeledS1-to-S1
edge (whenL is "ethnicGroup" ), or to anε such edge.
This optimization was mentioned in Sect. 5.1.1 as a possible
way to reduce the number ofε-edges in the result.

Note that the original query was recursive, but the exe-
cution plan is non-recursive. This is because the plan con-
structs a graph with possible manyε-edges, corresponding
to the recursion. In fact the plan forh7 does just that: it
replaces every label different fromethnicGroup with an
ε-edge. These are eliminated in a final step (not shown in
Fig. 15), as described at the end of Sect. 4.1.

The advantage of bulk evaluation is that we can perform
separate optimizations. This is very powerful, because we
can apply known optimization techniques for non-recursive
queries to optimize structural recursion. For example, opti-
mizations for dependent joins have been considered in the
context of object-oriented databases [BCD89, CD92] and of
semistructured data [FLMS99]. The only restriction comes
when the original query has the Boolean predicateisempty:
this introduces some transitive closure operators in the query
plan, where optimizations are harder. However, most practi-
cal applications require only the positive fragment of UnQL
(i.e., without isempty) and, hence, can benefit from well-
known relational optimizations.

9 An implementation of UnQL

We have implemented UnQL in Standard ML [AM87, ATT].
UnQL queries are translated into UnCAL, for which we im-
plemented the top-down evaluation strategy. Input graphs are
loaded into main memory and the query interpreter works
directly on that graph representation. Inaccessible memory
is automatically garbage collected in ML, therefore no ex-
plicit memory management is necessary. This is adequate for
small input graphs, e.g., graphs with at most 1000 nodes and
10000 edges, but it does not scale to large graphs with 10000
or more nodes. For large scale inputs, a secondary storage
manager for accessing graph elements directly from disk
would be necessary. The entire implementation of UnQL
and UnCAL is about 10000 lines of commented ML code.

Our implementation performs an additional optimization
to the naive recursive evaluation strategy. Namely, it keeps
track of which markers are needed so that only those parts
of a recursive function that are actually needed are eval-
uated. For example, assume we have two mutually recur-
sive functionsf and g, and a callf(d) for some data
graph d. This will be translated into the UnCAL expres-
sion &z1@rec(e)(d), wheree is the recursion body, return-
ing a graph with inputs and outputs &z1,&z2. The evalu-

ation algorithm in Sect. 8 would computed′ def
= rec(e)(d)

first, then compute &z1@d′. Recall thatd′ is precisely
(&z1 := f (d),&z2 := g(d)). In short, we have evaluated
unnecessarilyg(d). To avoid that, our implementation uses
a smarter evaluation strategy. For the top-most operator ap-
pend (@), the recursive evaluation computes its left operand

first, resulting ind′′ def
= &z1. Then the interpreter computes

the set of all output markers ind′′: in this case, it is{&z1},
but in more complex cases, this may require a traversal11 of

11 In fact our implementation avoids this traversal altogether, by comput-
ing the set of output markers together with the result of the evaluation.
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d′. Next, the interpreter evaluates the right operand of @,
rec(e)(d), but now it “knows” that only the input marker
&z1 is needed. Hence it proceeds as in the Algorithm in
Fig. 12, but at the root node computes only the &z1 compo-
nent ofs1. As it proceeds recursively, it only computes the
required component ofs1, at each node. Of course, cycles
in the graph and the logic of a given query may force it to
compute eventually the &z2 component for the root too, but
that is computed only if it belongs to the accessible part of
the result.

10 Conclusions

We believe that the principles of UnQL will be useful in
describing the foundations of query languages for XML and
semistructured data. We have illustrated query constructs
(structural recursion), shown how they related to practical
query languages (XSL), and proved powerful optimization
techniques. We believe these foundations to be of use both
in query language design and their implementation.

However, there are some important and interesting ar-
eas of research that may well bear fruit. In connection with
XML, we have shown how the principles of UnQL will work
on an ordered tree model, however it is not clear how they
can be extended to an ordered graph model (the graph model
discussed in section 4 was an unordered graph.) Some query
primitives for dealing with order are provided by XML-QL,
but we still lack a complete picture of this topic.

Another area is the connection with Graphlog (see Sect. 1),
i.e., datalog on graphs. This is another elegant formalism for
querying semistructured data, but its connection with struc-
tural recursion and the connection with optimization tech-
niques for recursive datalog queries [BR86] remain unex-
plored.

Optimizations of recursive queries as found for example
in XSL is an exciting research area. The techniques illus-
trated here only provide the equational tools: future work is
needed to combine these with a cost model and an optimiza-
tion algorithm.
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A Lifting equations from finite trees to graphs

In this appendix we establish formally Fact 1 enabling us to
lift equations from finite trees to graphs. We are concerned
here with infinite graphs, with inputsX and outputsY. The
setsX ,Y are finite, which implies that every graph has only
a finite set of input nodes. Recall that a finite graph is re-
ferred to as a data graph. Throughout this appendix we are
only concerned with graph isomorphism, not bisimulation:
thus, the notationg = g′ means thatg andg′ are isomorphic.

An infinite graph is calledlocally finite if for each node
the set of its outgoing edges is finite. We only consider lo-
cally finite graphs: this is sufficient for our purposes be-

cause we only need to consider infinite graphs of the form
unfold(d), for some data graphd.

A forest is a graph in which each input node is the root
of a (finite or infinite) tree. In other words, a forest is a finite
set of trees, each with a distinct input marker (becauseX is
a finite set). A tree is a special case of a forest with a single
input node.

Compactness.Given two forestst, t′ with the same inputs
and outputs we say thatt occurs in t′, in notationt ⊆ t′, if
there exists an isomorphism betweent and a subgraph oft′:
we require the isomorphism to preserve the marker labeling,
for both input markers and output markers. Obviously⊆
is reflexive and transitive, and is also antisymmetric (this
follows from the fact that the forests are locally finite). The
following is straightforward:

Fact 5 Given two (possible infinite) forestsT, T ′ with the
same inputs and outputs, we haveT = T ′ iff for any finite
forestt, t ⊆ T ⇐⇒ t ⊆ T ′.

Note that this property only holds whenT, T ′ are locally
finite, otherwise it is easy to find counterexamples. For ex-
ample take bothT, T ′ to be flat trees, i.e., consisting of a
root and a single level of children, both have infinitely many
children, and all edges have the same label,a. The only dif-
ference is thatT has countably many children, whileT ′ has
uncountably many. Then all finite treest occurring in either
T or T ′ have the form{a, a, . . . , a}, but the two trees are
not isomorphic.

The rest of this Appendix deals with functions on la-
beled graphs. More precisely, writingGX

Y for the set of
labeled graphs with inputsX and outputsY, we consider
functions of typef : GX

Y → GX ′
Y′ that map isomorphic in-

puts to isomorphic outputs, and map forests to forests. The
setsX ,Y,X ′,Y ′ determine the function’stype. Two func-
tions have the same type if they have the sameX ,Y,X ′,Y ′.

Often one needs to prove equalities of the formf (d) =
g(d), for all data graphsd, where f, g are two functions
on labeled graphs of the same type. It is much easier to
prove insteadf (t) = g(t), for all finite forestst. In this
appendix we state two sufficient conditions which allow us
to lift equations from finite forests to graphs.

First we show how to lift equations from finite forests
to infinite forests. The key property here is:

Definition 5 Let f be a function from forests to forests. We
say thatf is compactif, for any t′ the following property
holds: t′ ⊆ f (T ) iff ∃t0 ⊆ T such that∀t1, t0 ⊆ t1 ⊆ T =⇒
t′ ⊆ f (t1). Heret′, t0, t1 range over finite forests.

Note that a compact function is not necessarily monotone
(i.e., T ⊆ T ′ does not implyf (T ) ⊆ f (T ′)). In UnCAL the
isempty operator allows us to define non-monotone func-
tions. For example consider the functionf(T) below:

sfun h({a:T})={a}
| h({L:T})=h(T)

sfun f({a:T})={}
| f({L:T})=if isempty(h(T))

then {L} U f(T) else f(T)
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which takes a treeT and returns the set of labelsL in T
which have no descendants labeleda (this example is the
negation of that in Sect. 5.1.4). For some treeT a labelb
may be in the resultf(T) , but if we extendT to T’ (thus
T ⊆ T′) by introducing ana label underb, thenb is not in
f(T’) , hencef is not monotone. Still, we show thatf is
compact. Supposet ′ ⊆ f (T). We chooset 0 ⊆ T to consist
of that subtree ofT which includes all edges ofT whose
label b is in t’ : for each such edge we also include int 0

all the ancestor edges too. Then, every extensiont 1 of t 0

(i.e., t 0 ⊆ t 1 ⊆ T) will include all those edgesb too, and,
moreover, none of these edges will have ana descendant in
t 1, because they didn’t have one inT. Hence,t ′ ⊆ f (t 1).

Proposition 6 Let f, g be two compact functions. Iff (t) =
g(t) for every finite forestt, thenf (T ) = g(T ) for every forest
T .

Proof. Given someT , let T ′
1 = f (T ), T ′

2 = g(T ). We plan
to use Fact 5, so lett′ ⊆ T ′

1. If we can provet′ ⊆ T ′
2

then we are done, since the reverse is proved similarly. To
do this, we use the compactness property forg. First, we
apply the compactness property tof andt′ ⊆ T ′

1. We obtain
that there existst0 ⊆ T such that whenevert0 ⊆ t1 ⊆ T ,
we havet′ ⊆ f (t1). Since f (t1) = g(t1), we also haver
t′ ⊆ g(t1). Hence we can use the compactness property for
g and conclude thatt′ ⊆ T ′

2. �

Next we show how to lift equations from infinite forests
to graphs.

Definition 6 Let f be a function from labeled graphs to la-
beled graphs. We say that it is unfolding if unfold(f (d)) =
f (unfold(d)), for any data graphd.

Proposition 7 Let f, g be unfolding. Thenf (T ) = g(T ) for
every forestT impliesf (d) = g(d) for any data graphd.

Proof. Follows directly from f (d) = f (unfold(d)) =
g(unfold(d)) = g(d). �

The following theorem then substantiates Fact 1:

Theorem 6 If f, g are compact and unfolding, thenf (t) =
g(t) for every finite forestt, impliesf (d) = g(d) for any data
graphd.

Proof. We simply combine the two propositions above.�

We end this appendix showing how Theorem 6 can be
applied to UnCAL queries. It turns out that not all Un-
CAL queries are compact. For a trivial example, consider
a queryk that returns{c} if there exists a subtree of the
form {a : {}}, and returns{d} otherwise. Consider an in-
finite chainT = {a : {a : {. . .}}}. Thenk (T) = {d}, but for
any finite subtreet 1 ⊆ T, k (t 1) = {c}. However, we prove
the compactness property for an important class of UnCAL
queries.

Call an UnCAL querypositiveif every occurrence of the
isempty operator has the formif isempty(e1) then {} else
e2. Note that positive queries may still contain unrestricted
conditionals testing label equality, i.e., of the formif l1 =
l2 then e2 else e3. We will prove below that all positive
UnCAL queries are compact. Positive UnCAL queries are

monotone, of course: the functionf earlier in this Appendix
is an example of a non-monotone UnCAL query which is
compact.

First, we need to discuss how UnCAL’s semantics carries
over from finite graphs to infinite graphs. For the construc-
tors the same definitions in Fig. 7 apply, while for structural
recursion we adopt the bulk semantics. In particular each
UnCAL query returns a locally finite graph: the construc-
tors only introduce finitely many outgoing edges (however
both d1@d2 andcycle(d) may introduce infinitely many in-
coming edges to some nodes), while for structural recursion
rec(e)(t) one can check in the bulk definition that the out-
degree of anS1 node is the same as the outdegree of the
corresponding node int, while the outdegree of anS2 node
is the same as the outdegree of some node ine(l, dv) (refer
to the notations in Sect. 5.1.1), hencerec(e)(t) is locally
finite. However, an UnCAL query does not map forests to
forests. For example considert@t′. If both t, t′ are trees,
then in t@t′ there are severalε-edges leading to the root
of t′ (one from each output node int). Similarly cycle(d)
andrec(e)(t) fail to return a forest in general. To get around
that, given an UnCAL queryf (t), we apply Theorem 6 to
the functionf ′(t) = unfold(f (t)). More precisely we prove
the following:

Proposition 8 Let f (t) be a positive UnCAL query. Then

f ′(t) def
= unfold(f (t)) is both compact and unfolding.

Proof. The proof is done by induction on an UnCAL query,
referring to UnCAL’s definition in Fig. 9. Recall that an
UnCAL query is an expression with a unique free variable.
Subexpressions, however, may have multiple free variables,
hence we can assimilate such an expression with a function
f (t1, . . . , tn). The definitions for both compactness and in-
variance under unfolding can be extended naturally to such
functions. For illustration purposes however we show the
proofs only for the case of a single free variable.

We consider a few cases forf : the others are proved
similarly.

– The case whenf (t) = t. Thenf ′(t) = unfold(t) is trivially
unfolding. Compactness is also trivial to prove: we show
the details next. Notice that for any forestT , f ′(T ) = T ,

so let t′ ⊆ T : we pick t0
def
= t′, and notice that for

every t1 such thatt0 ⊆ t1 ⊆ T we also have trivially
t′ ⊆ f ′(t1) = t1. This proves the “only if” direction. For

the “if” direction, given somet0 ⊆ T , chooset1
def
= t0.

The conditionst0 ⊆ t1 ⊆ T are satisfied, hence we have
t′ ⊆ f (t1) = t1, which also gives ust′ ⊆ T .

– The case whenf (t) = f1(t) ∪ f2(t). Technicallyf (t) =
{ε : f1(t), ε : f2(t)}, and we have similarlyf ′(t) = {ε :
f ′

1(t), ε : f ′
2(t)}. We prove invariance under unfolding

first: unfold(f ′(d)) = unfold({ε : f ′
1(d), ε : f ′

2(d)}) =
{ε : unfold(f ′

1(d)), ε : unfold(f ′
2(d))}. Here we apply

induction hypothesis onf ′
1, f

′
2, and the claim follows

immediately. Now we prove compactness, showing the
“only if” direction (the “if” direction is similar and omit-
ted). Assumet′ ⊆ {ε : f ′

1(T ), ε : f ′
2(T )}. There are

three cases: whent′ has a single node, when it con-
tains only one of the twoε edges, or when it con-
tains both. We illustrate the last case only, the oth-
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ers are similar (actually simpler) and omitted. Hence
t′ = {ε : t′1, ε : t′2} and t′1 ⊆ f ′

1(T ), t′2 ⊆ f ′
2(T ). Now

we apply the induction hypothesis which says thatf ′
1, f

′
2

are compact, and this gives us at01 ⊆ T for f ′
1 and

a t02 ⊆ T for f ′
2 such that∀t1, t01 ⊆ t1 ⊆ T implies

t′ ⊆ f ′
1(t1), and similarly forf ′

2. We choose thent0 to
be the “union” of t01 and t02. Recall that containment
t01 ⊆ T , t02 ⊆ T means thatt01, t02 are isomorphic to
finite subforests ofT . The union refers to those two sub-
forests inT : hencet0 is a finite subforest ofT , t0 ⊆ T ,
and we have botht01 ⊆ t0 and t02 ⊆ t0. Now con-
sider comet1 such thatt0 ⊆ t1 ⊆ T . It follows that
t01 ⊆ t1 ⊆ T , hence, by compactness forf ′

1, we have
t′1 ⊆ f ′

1(t1). Similarly t02 ⊆ t1 ⊆ T , hence, by com-
pactness forf ′

2, we havet′2 ⊆ f ′
2(t1). It follows that

t′ = {ε : t′1, ε : t′2} ⊆ {ε : f ′
1(t1), ε : f ′

2(t1)}.
– The case whenf (t) = rec(e)(g(t)) wheree is λ(l′, t′).
e(l′, t′). In its most general forme may also depend
on t, but for illustration purposes we assume that it
only depends onl′ and t′. We sketch the proof for
invariance under unfoldings first. We start by noticing
that unfold(f (d)) = unfold(rec(e′)(g′(d))), where e′ =
unfold(e), andg′(d) = unfold(g(d)): in other words, do-
ing some unfoldings early doesn’t hurt if we want to un-
fold the final result anyway. We omit the lengthly details
of this simple fact, but illustrate the intuition behind it
with the graph in Fig. 10c. If we unfold the graph on the
right of the figure, we get an infinite forest. The same can
be obtained by unfolding the graph on the left first (the
reader may help visualize it by looking at Fig. 6, which
contains a similarly shaped graph and shows its unfold-
ing), then applying structural recursion, then unfolding
again (since structural recursion creates a directed acyclic
graph). Invariance under unfoldings follows then imme-
diately: unfold(f ′(d)) = f ′(d) = unfold(rec(e′)(g′(d))) =
unfold(rec(e′)(g′(unfold(d)))) (we applied induction hy-
pothesis ong′). Now we sketch the proof for compact-
ness, illustrating the “only if” direction only. Here we
start with t′ ⊆ f ′(T ) = unfold(rec(e′)(g′(T ))). Hencet′
will consist of a finite set ofS1 nodes and a finite set of
S2 nodes. The first set gives us a treet′g ⊆ T ′ = g′(T ),
while the second set gives us, for each edge (u, a, v) in
t′g, a treet′e,u,a,v ⊆ e′(a, T ′

v) (notations as defined in
Sect. 5.1.1): assume that there aren such treest′e,u,a,v.
We apply the compactness property forg and t′g, and
this gives us some treetg0. Next we apply the com-
pactness propertyn times for e, once for each of the
n trees t′e,u,a,v: this gives usn trees t10, . . . , tn0. We
then taket0 to be the “union” (as discussed above) of
then + 1 treestg0, t10, . . . , tn0. Let now t1 be such that
t0 ⊆ t1 ⊆ T . From tg0 ⊆ t1 and the fact thatg is com-
pact, it follows thatt′g ⊆ g(t1), i.e., g(t1) contains all
nodes for theS1 nodes we need to include int′. Further-
more t′10 ⊆ t0, . . . , t

′
n0 ⊆ t0, hence, by the compactness

argument fore′, the combined graphse′(a, T ′
v) contain

all theS2 nodes int′. It follows thatrec(e′)(g′(t1)) con-
tains both theS1 nodes and theS2 nodes int′, in other
words t′ ⊆ rec(e′)(g′(t1)) = f ′(t1).

– We finally illustrate the case whenf (t) =if isempty(f1(t))
then {} else f2(t). For invariance under unfolding we

notice thatisempty(f1(t)) = isempty(unfold(f1(t))) =
isempty(f ′

1(t)), hence f ′(t) =if isempty(f ′
1(t)) then

{} else f ′
2(t). We have unfold(f ′(t)) = f ′(t) =if

isempty(f ′
1(t)) then {} else f ′

2(t) and we apply the fact
that f ′

1, f
′
2 are unfolding. For compactness we show the

“only if” direction. Let t′ ⊆ f ′(T ). There are two cases:
when isempty(f1(T )) = true and when it isfalse. In
the first case we havef ′(T ) = {}, hencet′ can only be
{}, so t′ ⊆ f ′(t1) for any t1 (one can also notice that
f ′(t1) is, in fact, {}, whenevert1 ⊆ T , but this fact
is not needed). In the second case we have some non-ε
edge inf1(T ): let s′ ⊆ f1(T ) be some finite tree contain-
ing at least one such edge. By compactness forf1, we
find somes0 such that for allt1, s0 ⊆ t1 ⊆ T we have
s′ ⊆ f1(t1), henceisempty(f1(t1)) = false. To prove
compactness forf ′(T ), let t′ ⊆ f ′(T ) = f ′

2(T ). We now
use compactness forf ′

2 and find somet20 such that for
all t1 containingt20, t′ ⊆ f ′

2(t1). We choose thent0 to be
the “union” (as above) ofs0 andt20. Let t1 be such that
t0 ⊆ t1 ⊆ T . We still haveisempty(f1(t1)) = false,
hence it is still the case thatf ′(t1) = f ′

2(t1), and we also
havet′ ⊆ f ′

2(t1).

The other cases are similar and omitted. �
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